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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Definition 1.1. If means of any suitable process of con­
struction, we can make correspond to eveiy non-negative integer n 
one and only one well-defined complex or real number x^, then the 
numbers x^, x^, Xg, • • • x^, • • • are said to form a sequence#
We denote it for brevity ty (x^) or (x^, Xg, • • • )•
Definition 1.2. A sequence (x^) is called a null sequence if
for every € 7  0, one can find an integer N ?  0 such that jx̂ j z  6 for all 
values of n ü?' N.
Definition 1.3. If (x^) is a given sequence and there exists a 
number L such that the sequence (x^-1) is a null sequence, then the 
given sequence is said to be convergent and the elements x^ of the 
sequence are said to approach the limit L# This will be denoted by 
^lim x^ • L, Any series (x^) that does not converge is said to diverge.
Definition 1,1;. Let a^, a^, a^, . . .  a^, . . , be any se­
ct»
quence. Then the symbol ^ a ^  » a^ + a^ + ag + . . . + â  ̂+ . , .is
n«o
called an infinite series.
Definition 1.2. Let s • a_. s. • a + a.........— — — — — —  O O' 1 o 1' '
8 - a + a _ + . , . + a .  The numbers s will be called the n n o 1 n n
partial sums of the series.
- 1-
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Deflnitlon 1.6. An infinite series ^  a is said to converge
n«o
if the sequence of partial sums (s^) is convergent. The number to 
which the partial sums converge is said to be the sum of the series.
A series which does not converge is called divergent.
Some of the properties of series and sequences will be stated 
without proofs. These properties will be used in the following chap­
ters. The proofs of the theorems can be found in any advanced calcu­
lus text.
Definition 1.7. A sequence is said to be bounded if there 
exists a positive number k such that each term x^ of the sequence 
satisfies the inequality The number k is then called a
bound of the sequence.
Theorem 1.1. If the terms of any null sequence (x^) are mul­
tiplied ty a bounded sequence (a^), then the resulting sequence 
(a^x^) is a null sequence.
Theorem 1.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for con­
vergence of a sequence (x^) is that for every € one can find a 
positive integer N such that for every positive integer k
l^nfrk-^l^ 6 for n
Definition 1.8. A monotone increasing sequence is a sequence
(x^)such that x^^^2: x^ for all n. A monotone decreasing sequence is
a sequence (x.) such that x ._j= x for all values of n. i n+1 n
Theorem 1.3. A monotone sequence which is bounded is con­
vergent.
Definition 1.9. In ary infinite sequence (a^) exactly one of 
the three following conditions hold.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(1) There exists a real number c such that for all 6 0, the 
inequality â ?' c +€■ holds for only a finite number of terras, and 
â >- c - é holds for infinitely many terras.
(2) For all6:7 0 infinitely many a^'s are greater than e .
(3) For alle^iO only a finite number of a^*s are greater than 6
If condition (1) holds, then c is said to be the limit superior
of (a.) and is denoted by lira a, = c. If condition (2) holds, then 
is said to be the limit superior of (a^). If condition (3) holds, 
then -cAis said to be the limit superior of (a^).
In an analogous way we can define the limit inferior of a 
sequence (a. ), and it will be denoted by lira a_ = x where x = + oO 
or - oO or k where k is a real number.
Theorem l.U. The convergence or divergence of a series is not 
destroyed by adding or deleting from it a finite number of terras.
Theorem 1.5» The limit of the general term a^ of the series
n=o
is necessarily zero if the series converges.
oOTheorem 1.6. Let the sum of the series ^  a be s. If a new-------------------------------- n
series is formed by multiplying each term by a constant k to form the
series (ka^),then the sura of the latter series is ks. 
n=o
Theorem 1.7* Given two convergent series 2 1 %  “ A and
n=o
5" b_ = Bjthen ̂ _(a +b_) • A + B and j * A - B.
Theorem 1.8. A series of positive terms is necessarily con­
vergent if its partial sums are bounded.
oOTheorem 1.9. If a^ is a convergent series of positive terms
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and (b ) is any bounded sequence of numbers, then the series 
■^a b Is convergent,
C»Definition 1,10, The series ÿT a is said to converge absolutely
oo ^if ^ / a  |is convergent, 
n«o
ot>Theorem 1,10, A series ^ a  is convergent if the series of
 55" n=o "
absolute values 2 ~/a j is convergent,
n»o ^
£?»Theorem 1.11, Let the series ^  a^ be absolutely convergent with
n«o
the sum s. Let (k^) be a sequence of non-negative integers in which 
every non-negative integer occurs exactly once (i.e., if m is a non­
negative integer, then there exists exactly one n such that m * k^).
od c?o
The series ^  â  ̂is called a rearrangement of the series ^ a^, and
oo n«o ^ n«o
â r is convergent with sum s. 
n=o n
^  £>0Theorem 1,12. If ^^a^ and b^ are two absolutely convergent
n®o n*“o
OÛseries whose sums are A and B, then c^ * AB where
n=o
<=n " + • • • + ^
Definition 1,11, The series of the form ̂  â x'̂  in which the
n=o
coefficients of the powers of x are independent of x are called 
power series. The totality of values of x for which a power series 
is convergent is called the interval of convergence for real x, 
or the circle of convergence for complex z,
<30
Theorem 1,13, ZEf a power series ^  a ^ ^  is convergent for
n=o
x ■ x^, then it is absolutely convergent for eveiy value of x such 
that jx} ̂ /x^j , On the other hand, if a series is divergent for 
X “ x^, then it is divergent for every x such that / x/ t- /x̂ j ,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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^  n
Theorem 1.1b. If the power series is given and u
' n=o
denotes the limit superior of the positive sequence of numbers
1̂ 2} *  ̂ ^ * f /̂ ni * * * * (i.e.,  ̂“ u), then
(a) if u»o, the power series is everywhere convergent?
(b) if u“+ OÛ , the power series converges only for x=oj
(c) if 0 <fu^ + aô the power series converges absolutely for every 
X such that )x/ z. and diverges for every x such that /x/;;?■ 1.
Definition 1.12. The series ^  u^(x) defined in the interval
n=o
(a,b) is uniformly convergent in that interval if, for eveiy <S ̂  0
there exists a number N, independent of the value of x in (a,b), such
h
that ^s(x)-8^(x)^/L 6 for all values of n ^  N where s^(x) » u^(x).
Theorem 1.15> Let R p» 0 be the radius of convergence of a power 
series? then this series converges absolutely and uniformly on any 
interval a ̂  x ̂  b which is interior to the interval (-R, R).
nTheorem I.I6. A power series ^ a  x^ defines a continuous
n“0 ^
function for all values of x in the open interval of convergence.
Theorem 1.17* If the radius of convergence of the series
then the radii of convergence of the series na x^" 
n=o ._ n=o ^
and ̂  — — -T—  , obtained by differentiating and integrating the 
n=o
given series t e m  by term, are also R.
ooTheorem l.l8. If a power series ^ a ^ ^  converges uniformly
n=o
to s(x) in A ̂  X then
o o D 2
J  s(x)dx « \ a^dx + J a^x dx + J a^x dx + . . . + 5 + •
a a a a a • f
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where A :£■ a iB and A ^ b 5 B .
Theorem 1.19. A function represented by a power series
f(x) “ a^x^ is differentiable at every interior point x of the 
n=o
interval of convergence and its derivative at that point f (x^) may be 
obtained by means of term-by-term differentiation; i. e..
In the preceding, the idea of convergence was put forth, and some
of its properties were stated. Now this definition of convergence is an
arbitrary one; that is, we associate with certain series a number which
we call the sum of the series. For instance, in the geometric series
(l + xi + x^ + . . .), for /xMl we can, by our definition, associate the
number But with this definition we are also led to some interesting
results. If in the geometric series we let x = -1, we see that
1-1+1-1+ - . . .  - Now, by our definition of convergence, the
partial sums are Sq * 1, s-, ® 0, . . . wftiere s = 1 and s = 0,2n 2n-l
for n * 0 ,  1, 2, . . . and these partial sums do not converge. Therefore, 
we cannot associate the number ^ with the series 1-1+1-1+ . . . .
The partial sums alternately equal 0 and l,and this fact suggests
n+1
/ S +S-1+ . . . + 8 the use of some sort of mean. Suppose we let Sn “ — — =----------
compose a new sequence of partial sums. Since s ^ = | ^ -1)^ we find
that s' - • • • * , or
” 2(n+l)
By this process of taking the arithmetic mean, we have managed 
in a perfectly accurate way to obtain f as the "value" of the series
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1-1+1-1+ - . . . .
In this thesis we shall become acquainted with a number of other
processes which may be substituted for the former concept of convergence
for the purpose of associating a number s with a sequence of numbers (s^).
We must distinguish these processes from one another. When we say a
series (s^) converges, we shall let it mean exactly what it did before.
If by means of a new series of rules, a number s is associated with a
sequence (s%), then we shall say that the sequence (ŝ )̂ is 1 imitable by
oathat process and that the corresponding series a is summable by the
n*o ^
process, and we shall call s the value of the sequence or series, or in
the case of the series, its sum.
When we consider several processes we will distinguish them by
capital letters A, B, . . . , Q, . , . and speak, for instance, of a
Q-process. We shall say that the sequence (s^) is limitable Q and that
the series a^ is summable Q; and the number s will be referred to as 
n=o
the Q-limit of the sequence or the Q-sum of the series and will be denoted
symbolically by Q-lim s^*s and Q-^[^a^=s. In some cases the process will
n**o
admit a k-fold iteration, and in this case we will speak of a Qj^-limita- 
tion process or a Q^-summation process.
The following are three desirable properties of limitation pro­
cesses:
(1) If lim s^=s then Q-lim s^-s.
(2) At least one sequence (ŝ )̂ which diverges in the former sense, 
must be limitable by the new process.
(3) If one sequence (s^) is limitable by two different processes, 
simultaneously applied, then it must have the same value by both processes.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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In this paper we shall give complete answers to properties (l) and
(2), and partial answers to property (3) for those processes considered. 
We will now proceed to define some new summation processes.
IDefinition 1.13 (The Holder Process). Given a series a^ and
n=o
its sequence of partial sums (s^), let
h(„1)- 4 0 ), 4 2 ). h[1),
i“o i=o
-  --
If lim 8 then we say (s_) is H_ limitable or H -lim s^“s.n-5wi n “ r r n
Consider the following series:
(-l)"(n+l)= 1-2+3-1++ . . . .  
n“o
Its sequence of partial sums are (s^)»l, -1, 2, -2, 3, -3, . . and this 
sequence does not converge in the usual sense.
Likewise, if we apply the process we see that
^ Ij 0, 0, ^ , 0, . . . >
where if n is odd and if n is even and this does not
converge. But, applying the Hg process, we have the sequence 
("h(2)] = 1, |, where
n-1
k=o
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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using the relation lim / 1 ^  1 ) " 1, we see that
llog(n+l) k-1 Tcy
(2)  ̂lim H - n-:>ĵ  n
The preceding is an example of a sequence which is not 
limitable after applying the process, but is H^-limitable.
As we have previously shown, the series (-1)^ is not sum-
n»o
mable in the usual sense; i.e., the sequence of partial sums does 
not converge. However, on applying the process, we see that
the sequence ( 2̂  3* F* * " " ' converges to
because H^^) ■ i for odd n and H^^) " even n.
oC>
Definition l.lij. (The Cesaro Process). For a series a,
i«o ^
whose sequence of partial sums is we define as follows s
let s = and for each k ̂ 1, letn n
♦ . . . ♦ for n=0, 1, 2, . . .
(k)
For a fixed k, define c^^) as follows: cl^^ * -j ̂  , If, for somen n̂+k^
value of k, c^^) • s, we then say that the sequence (s^) is
limitable Cĵ  with the value s.
We can obtain a simple formula giving 8^^^ directly in terms
of 8%:
g(k) _ / n+k—i—1-l\
( k-1 / in ^  I y "  •
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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To show the above, we need the following relationship:
p=i
Proof by Induction» For n=i-l, we have
i-1 
P‘
'=ÿT~ ( p+k-i] « /i-l+k-i) , /i-l+k-i+l)
k-1/ I k-1 y ( k /•
Assume true for n»L, i. e. 3^ (^^k-1 j " 1 - i-1.
Show truth for n-L+1 :
^  / p+k-i\ ^ ^  / P+k-i A fL+l+k-i)
fl+k-i+l) . /L+l+k-i )
' I k  / V k-1 /
/'L+k-i+2)
" I k  / •
Proof of S^k) « (”^k-l) ”*■ ('̂ k-l̂ j®l'̂  * * * *fk-lj induction.
For k=l we have (") e,+ (’“ô’'] V  ' ' ' *(°o}
=o* »1* • • • * *n .
8o(o)+s(o)+s^o)+ . . . + s(o).
Assume true for k»L; i. ®i •
i-o
Show truth for k»L+l; i. ^n+L+l-(i+l)^ s^ .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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n J 
j=o " 3-
n / \ n
but, applying our lemma, we see that
Therefore,s(k). V  ' ' ' + (l'À) =„ '
In a similar manner we can establish the following expression;
V  ( ”T V  1̂* • • • * ( kj ®n-
£50
Once again, if we consider the series ( -1) and partial sums
n=o
8^=0 if n is odd and s^=l if n is even, and apply the C^-process, we
see that ̂ c^^^ j “ 1, -y, . , and this converges to
^ as we saw in the Holder process.
oo
Definition 1.1^ (Abel's Procès^. Given a series a„ with the
partial sums ŝ , we consider the power series
cxa cA
fU)=^ajjX°“ (1-x) ^ s ^ x "  for /x/<^l, 
n**o n«o
(l-x) s x"= s x°-SqX^S2 x̂̂ -S2X^Sox^-V- • • . 
n=o "
- ao+a^x^agx^ . , , + a^x^ . . . .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Now, in f(x), if its radius is ̂  1, and if for real values of x the limit
co
exists; i. e., lim U m  (l-x) 2 1  Sn**’"®»a. A ̂  w n=0
<30
then we say that the series summable A and that the sequence
ea
(s ) is limitable A, with the value s, and is denoted by A-^~a =s and
n=o
A-lim s_=Sj respectively.
We have seen that the series 2Z(-l)^ is divergent under ordinary
n=o
convergence. But, applying Abel*s Process, we see that
x ÿ î - o [ ' f
ea>Definition 1.16 (Euler*s Process). Given a series ̂  a and partial
n«o ®
sums s^, then consider
®D- ̂  [(o) V  (Î) V  • • • * fS) ®J*
A sequence (s^) is said to be limitable E, with the value s, if the 
sequence j converges to s; i. e.,if s^^s.
We can iterate this process and write
s(r). _i_n 2" d  “o'” ’'’* Cl] ■ ■ ■ * (n)
.(r),and if lim s^ s,we say the sequence is limitable E , or E„-lim s =s. n -►oQ *i r r
For the series 27 (-1)" with s =1 if n is even, s "0 if n is odd, 
n=o "
s ' =  8 + I 8o+ . * . +  /  " I  I f o r  even nV  V  (Sj ^2+ ' * * ■*■ (S) ®ij
2“ 2"
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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n-.
2 / „ V «n-11 / n \ 2 1= >  ( P-Î / " —TT** “ •?> once again we can2 3=0 2^
associate with the series /  (-1)^, the number §, using the E^-
n=o
process*
Definition 1,17 (Borel*s Process). Let the sequence (s^)
c»bbe the sequence of partial suras of the series ^ a ^ .  Consider
n=o
,n
TZ _  -rr- •F(x) - ^n=o
^  sIf the power series converges everywhere, and if F(x),
n=o
just defined, tends to a unique lirait s as x-%> <*• oo, then we will 
say that the sequence (s^) is limitable B with the value s.
oo
Consider the series ^^(-1)^ where s = 1 if n is even, and
n=o
s^ « 0 if n is odd. Applying the Bprel process to this sequence.
we have:
n=o 21 I4Î i-
F(x) = e”̂  ̂ — 2 , ® —  *» 2: + ^ , but lira F(x) » 2:, and once2 2 2e^ x-^+ob 2*
00
again we can .associate with the series ^ (-1)% the number
n=o
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II 
RBGUIAEITr 
Consider the following infinite matrix
®01 °02 ®03 • #
®10 ®11 ®12 ®13 • *
®20 ®21 ®22 °23 • •
®iO ®il ®i2 ®13 • #
-J
and suppose we apply the matrix to any sequence (s^)* For the 
numbers as well as for the terms of the sequence to which C
is applied, we admit complex numbers.
Formally we will obtain a new sequence (s^):
<50
T=o
The new sequence (s^) has meaning if and only if the infinite 
series occuring here are convergent.
We say that C is regular if for each convergent sequence (s^), 
the following two conditions hold.
(1) ^  c 8 is convergent for each u, and
v»o
(2) if a, - s. then 3^ - s.
-Ill-
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Theorem 2.1 (Toeplltz). The necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the regularity of the matrix C are:
(1) The terms of each row form an absolutely convergent series,and
oO,5 3 / where M does not depend on the index u of the row.
v“o
(2) Using the following notation, 
oC>
5 3 c “c^jthen approaches 1 as u approaches infinity. 
v=o
(3) The limit of the terms in each column is 0 :
^lj.n̂  Cyy=0 fo r each v •
Proof. Sufficiency (i. e., to show the G matrix is regular if con­
ditions (1), (2), and (3) hold).
Each row of the matrix is absolutely convergent. Assume the se­
quence (s^) is convergent and therefore bounded. Since (s^) is convergent
e>0
and bounded and 5 2 converges absolutely for all u, then con-
v=o V
verges absolutely for all u. Hence, terms of the transformed sequence 
are defined.
Let us, for the beginning, suppose s* lira s„=0. The problem is 
to prove that for any given 0, if u is large enough. Since
^^ra 8y=0, for any(̂ 7 0, there exists a v^ such that if v^v^»then 
Since J  is arbitrary, letcÇ*'*^» then / s^ /z:
Consider = %  c .
v=o
+ <=U2®2* • • • * V o -1 ^ '  '
/ •*: j
Let(Tu=Cuo^o"^°ul=l+c%]282+ • • • +
^u“®uVq ®Vq ^uy^+l ®Vq+1
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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then *■ + ŸI,*u  u  " - u ’
/■̂ U I ” /°UTo®Vq ■*■ ®U,Vg+l®To+l + • • • /
% + l |  + • • •
* |“« , T „ + 1 | / V ^ r  —
I S y J  ^  | % + i |  ^  a »  •  • * ' i f  7g  t h e n
If in our expression f o r T ^  we use these inequalities, we get 
I T-a / ̂  h u v j l%,VQ+lj A  ■* /°u,Vq+2| §  * • • • « or
C*i
Now Z  /C^l-M. eo 
■*• 0 o
j 2̂̂  ^ ■ "f* This expression is true for each u.
Since (Sg) is a convergent sequence, there exists an upper
bound for the members of the sequence | let m be this upper bound.
Also, since lim c “ 0 for each v, there exists an n, such thatU->cO uv
|ouvl Z.   ̂   if u n and v v.. Using this inequality we will' 2mvo o
show that / (J\̂  I z ^ for u n.
/ c T u  i ®  I O u o ® o  ■*■ ® u l ® l  ■ * ■ • • • ’*■ ® u , V q -1 ® V q-1 I •
/CTu/- /®uo®ol + /°ul®l/ l°VL,v̂ -l % - l |  •
ICTu / Z: l°uo//®ol **■ /®ul//®ll + • • • + l®U,Vo-l| /®Vo“l| •
For u n and vziVg we have/c^^)z. ■g— » thus
Vq-1 °
) ( T i l  I z  ■— Jâ , Since J8̂1 ^  m  for all u, and because
O i*so
Vq-1
there are Vq tems in the sum | sj , we can conclude that
i=o
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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/ CTu}^ (rnvg) = therefore /CJ^/z: •
/Su/^/6"u/ +l'tnU-f'^ ^  - 6 , and so js^l^efor uy^n,
( ■
Until now, we have only used the hypotheses (1) and (3) and we have 
proved their sufficiency in order that a null sequence be transformed 
into a null sequence.
Now, suppose we have an arbitrary convergent sequence: s.^ s •
Consider t^ « s^-s; this is a null sequence; i. e.,
V  ■ (=v-=) " »T - ® »V-S ■ S - S - 0 .
Since(t_)is a null sequence,it will be transformed into a null sequence
(t^)if (1) and (3) are satisfied. But
. 0 0  ^  ^
•fcu “ X  Cuv(Sv-s) “ Z W v - 8  X ® u v  •v=o, v=o v=o
What is done above is legitimate, as is seen, when we consider the two
convergent series on the right which may be added term by term and the
result would be the sum in the middle. Now
^° u v ® v “®u -8 -®°u» ■tu“Su-s°u o:" ®u“^u‘̂®®u*v=o v**0
Now, ^llm (t;.so^) = + 3 Jim c„; but >0 ,
and Cu“ ̂ by hypothesis (2); so s^= 0 + s=s,and the sufficiency
of our hypotheses (l), (2), and (3) is proved.
Now to prove the necessity; that is, if 0 is a regular transfor­
mation (matrix), then our hypotheses (l), (2), and (3) are true. To 
prove the necessity we use the following lemma.
qp
Lemma. If b is a divergent series with non-negative terms,
v=o _N cAwith positive teims, such that ®v^v
v=o
is again divergent.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Proof. Let « 2_ ^  omitting in the beginning of the
T“0
series the terms equal to zero, we may suppose each 0. If we
let ^ — , then the sequence (a ) is a monotone decreasing
sequence with positive terms. Now >  a.b^ “ >  — ±— , and since
6 0  1 1 ^
1 -, 1
yj B./ \/̂ /V X V n
n b. n
i ^  ypB^ " S o
b^ i n  B
oo
Since B -^oo, then J B >  00 • Thus ^  a.b_. is divergent, because n n i^o ^ ^
^  a^bi 3- /b^  •i**o
]ji proving the necessity of the conditions we shall begin 
with condition (3), We must show that lira c,™ « 0 for each v,U-̂ oO
Consider any fixed v and call it v^. Also consider the 
sequence (s^): s^ « 0 if v / v^, and
Sy = 1 if V " Vq,
From the definition of (s^) we see that lim = 0. NowV-:>oO V
aO
« 2 1  ®uv®v» ty regularity, s^ •* 0, Since
V“0
2  ®uv®v " ®uv » ^ave that c^^ = 0; thus condition (3)V=0 ® o
is necessary.
To prove the necessity of (2) we must show that ,,lim c„ = 1,
CO
where c^ « ^  c^^. Consider the sequence (s^) where s^ » 1 for allv*o
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V. Clearly y l ^ s ^  " 1. Now “ 2 1  ̂ ur “ byTMO V=0
regularity lim s - 1} tiius lim c = 1. Therefore condition (2) is 
"V—̂ oO V U-̂<?0 uV~
necessary.
To prove the necessity of condition (l), let us suppose condition
cA
(l) not to be so* Then (a) there is a u such that the series 2*/®uv/
pCi v**o
diverges, or (b) each of the series /c )converges, but 
- v«o
/ jc^yjjls not a bounded sequence*
' V“0
In case (a), apply the lemma with b^ » l®uvl choose a null
, V . I ®uv/sequence (a_) for which > a-̂ |c „) is divergent. Let s = t ..Xlv I TT Cv**o uv
if c^y / 0 and s^ « a^ if c^^ « 0* Since /s^| * /svi 0,
OÔ q o
we can conclude that 0, Now s^ » ^  c s « 2~/c (a^ and
v»0 ^ V=0
^  /c I a oc> * The result, s^-> c>o , contradicts the regularity 
oo
of C, Hence, j c^^| converges for all u.
V“0
oO
In case (b), there exists an index u_ such that /®u vl ^
V v»o 1
and there exists a v-, such that jc„ ^1 2 and lc„ _) ̂ 1 ,
V '  ^ + 1  ''l̂ '
We begin constructing a null sequence, the transform of which 
is a non-null sequence* For v » 0, 1, , * * , v^ we define
Mu]V I
- — ----  if c 0, and
\ v  1
s^ - 1 if c^^^ "» 0.
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Each of these numbers Is of modulus 1. If we prescribe the remaining 
terms to be of modulus at most 1, we obtain the following estimate
Tl S3. Il
Now
X 1 T**o 1 Tmv-̂ +l v*»o 1
'̂ l
^  jc I :>■ 2, and since s has modulus at most 1 we have, 
v=o ^
OO oO oo
it follows that ]c I -1* Now substituting we see that
v»v^+l 1
2 - 1 * 1 .
Since each column is a n uU sequence, there exists an index 
U p ^  U-, such that jc^^j ̂  _JL_ for u?' Up and 0 ^  v ^  v • Therefore,
yi 1 1  1for each such u Ug, we have ^  jo^^j z. + • . . + - 1.
On the other hand, our hypothesis implies the existence of an
oO
arbitrarily large u such that i°uvl 7" 7) choose one of the u*s
v*o
greater than Ug, say Ug Ug. Now because of the absolute convergence 
of the corresponding row there exists an index Vg such that Vg v̂  ̂ and 
^2 oca
Z j V )  and ^  1- » »
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We now continue our sequence as follows:
if V « T^+l, Vĵ +2, . . . , Tg, then s^ " & when "» 0 and
1 l°Upv| , _%  " t —   i^en c / 0.
UgV «:
Ti ?2 oO
Consider s' - T  + %  ® u V r  * Z "  ^ince
W o   ̂ T-T^+l 2
^2 It follows that y  °U9V®V -1» because - ̂  |c^ _];,-l
v»*o * v®o
’i n
and ̂  “ug^T -Z - Z  I'ugvl- . . . .  Tg, we haveV^O "V̂ O
^2 , ^2
2 .  ®Upv®v“ i ^  l̂ upvj* Since s , for T-Vg+l, . . . ,"vwtr ^ ^ uiuii _ ^V=T^+l '■ V**V-ĵ +l
CPO <2S-
has modulus at most 1, it follows that c^ s z  /cu«v/»
T-Vg+l 2 V-Vg+l ^
C* CA
but ]c I pa -1, thus y  CuoV®ir -1, Substituting these
T=Tg+l T ^ + 1  2 ^
inequalities into the expression for s^^, we obtain
Vg
s/ -1 + i  %  /Cu«v/ -1'  Noting that ^  | c | p- 6, we see2 v=7^+l  ̂ V^T^+l ^
that sĴ ■> -1 + — - 1 « 1,
^2 ^
We continue on in the same wayj i.e., there exists a
u^ p^ug such that if u u^ and 0 :é= v ^  Vg, then v^+l *
2
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^2ü n 1
Therefore I ^  + . . . + ’̂  Also there
oO
exists a Uo 'p' u^, such that j^uoV I ^  10. Because of the absolute
3 v*»o ^
convergence of the corresponding row, there exists an index v^, such
that vg ^  %  /cu v| 10, and 2 Z  l^UoV 1 ^ 1 *v=o -5 v=v^+l 3
T, ?2
v»o I^Uov/ “ Z  /®UoV I * 2 *  /®u,v 1 ' rewriting, we have3 v*»0 3 V=V2+1 3
* l o M  - J m -
Vg
and l°u VI ̂  1, It follows that I^Uqvl 7  ̂10 - 1 " 9.v**o 3 v*»V2+l 3
For V “ Vg+l, . . . , vj define s^ as follows s “ 3 
1c„ _ “ 0 and s_ = — — ---- when c #0. Because s has
U3V ^ 3 ®u V “3'' ^
i  ^
modulus at most 1, >  c„ s^ Z. >  h  „l ^  1 and
^2 ^
^  c. s„ ^  - 1. Also,by the same argument, ^  c s p»-- 1.
B!y the definition of s^, we have, ^  ®u^v®v “ 3 Z  l^u^v ( *
Now s' - ^®uoV®v + ^  ®uov®v + 2  v®v* Substituting 3 v=o v**V2+l v=v^+l 3
the above inequalities into the espression for s' , it follows that
3
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" f -1 + - -1 - -2+3, =4^^ 1-
Continuing this process, we get a sequence with + 1 terms of modulus 1, 
^2-7^ terms of modulus i, terms of modulus terms
•t 1 1 1of modulus i# This is a null sequence because 1, 4, 4, • * • > — j con-n <- 3 n
1 1  1 verges to zero, so + 1, + i, + • • • » i . . . converges to zero
(given Ç 7 0 there exists an N such that if n N then ( + i ké). The
transformed sequence contains an infinite number of terras which are greater
than one, and this contradicts the regularity. Hence the condition 
CO
^  /Cuvl ^  M, where M does not depend on the index u of the row, is a neces- 
v»o
sary condition.
Definition 2.1. A real transformation C is said to be positive if
there exists a number n^ such that for all n n , c ^ 0 .o - o' ran
Definition 2.2. A real transformation 0 is said to be totally 
regular if C is regular and if for any sequence ( s^), s ^ ^  eo then 
the transformed sequence s^—^ oo .
■ Theorem 2.2. If C is any regular and positive transformation, 
then C is totally regular.
The proof of Theorem 2*2 is easy, and will not be given here.
We now ask for necessary and sufficient conditions for total regu­
larity. The general conditions are rather complex and we will confine 
our attention to triangular transformations (i.e., a transformation C 
such that Cj^ ■ 0 for n ■>- m.
The proof of the following theorem is similar to the proof of 
Toeplitz* Theorem.
Theorem 2.3. 2h order that a real triangular transformation
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should be totally regular, it is necessaiy and sufficient that it should 
be regular and positive.
We have proved the necessaiy and sufficient conditions for regu­
larity. Now let us consider any summation process Q which is regular 
and see if this process possesses any of the properties of ordinary con­
vergence.
Theorem 2.b* Let (s^) and (t^) be sequences and Q a regular
process. Further, suppose Q-lim and Q-lim t^-t; then
Q-lim (s +t_) " s+t. n
Proof.
Q-lim 8 » 11m ̂  c^vS- « s.
Q - U m  tn =
v»o
Q-lJji. ( V V  " 2  = n ÿ S  Z  («nv®T*“m r V _v«o v»o
R v v  * z > * v j
Z=nv®T + n %  Z v Vv*»o v=»o
“ S + t.
Therefore, Q-lim (Sĵ +tn) “ s + t.
Theorem 2.^. Let (ŝ )̂ be a sequence and Q a regular procès^ and 
suppose Q-lim 3% = s, then Q-lim ks^ “ ks.
Proof.
("no=o + °ni'i + ' ' - + * ■ ' ' ' >
OO
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Q-lim ksn" (cno^=o+°nikSi + . . . + Cjĵ jkŝ  + , . . )
OÛ ^
% ( % v » y k )  -nlim k 2-°nvSv''
v=o V“0
oO
k _lira
Therefore, Q-lim 8^=3, Q-lim ka^' ks
Example 2.1. An example of a regular process Q and a series
oO n
Sjj where Sjj ■ and where
n*o i=o
(1) Q-lim 3jj»0.
(2) Q-lim a^/b.
(3) Let b be any number and t̂ -̂b, t^-s^, tg-s^, then Q-lim t^/O
(U) Let(P^)be defined by p^-s^, Pi'Sg» . . . , Pn"®n+1* Q-lim Pjj/O.
Consider the following matrix;
1
2 0
1
I
0 1H 0
1
IF 0
1
3? 0
1
BIT • ' *
0 0 1 0 1ÏÏ 0
1B 0 1T5 0
0 0 0 0 11 0 1i 0
1■8 0 TT* * ’
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1H 0 B • * *
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1? 0 1 . . . B * ' *
V
uv
Proof of Regularity. The general term is 
0 if V odd.
®uv ** 0 if V even and usr + 1,
c„„ ■ - — - if V even and uc: % + 1 where w “ Z .(w+l-u)  ̂ ^
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^  ^  1 ^  _1
(1) ^/CuvJ •* Z -  p[w+l-u; = gi " 1'
v"2u ^ 1=1
Hence, ai%y nvonber larger than one will be an upper bounds
cA
'^)c„,rl B where B 2» 1. 
v»o
ot>
(2) « 1 and, indeed, the = 1.
v*o
(3) « 0 for each v.
The above is true since every element after is 0 in each column* 
Therefore Q is a regular process.
Consider the series
tvl-Ta^ = o, a^ = 1, ag = -1, a^ = 1, . . * , a% = (-1) for n 0*
Then s^ » 1 if n is odd, s^ * 0 if n is even,
cXs
^  CnySv = 0, SO lim s« “ 0 or Q-lim s„ = 0,n ^ 5q “ n
s>o
Consider Q-lim a^. The transformed sequence is a^ « ^  ®nv^v«
*° " - % ■■g - 15 - 3# - - - - ' - 7
® —( i +  i  + 1 for n 0,2 4 0
Now consider
tq = b, t^ = Sq, t2 “ S y  tj = 8g, . , . , tn = for n 7  0.
Substituting we get the sequence (t ) wheren
*0 ■ ̂ 1'
tĵ  “ o if n 5- 0 and is even, 
tĵ  ■ 1 if n is odd.
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v=o
for n> 0 t^= ^ *%* 8" * IF* * * '
t^ 0̂. Hence Q-lim 0.
Consider
Po^^i* P2*'®3> . o . , Pn**®n+1̂
Pq«1, Pi=0, P2=l, . ; Pn=0 if n is odd,
p^=l if n is even,
p^« l>lcn*p_ = 3:-K^.^2; + J: + . . .«1,
"n  ̂H ̂  ̂  ̂  TJS
p^/O. Hence Q-lim p^/ 0.
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CHAPTER III
CESARO AND HOLDER PROCESSES
Theorem 3.1. The C^-process is regular.
The general term for the is
/r+u-v-lj
= 0 if V u .
For condition (l) of Toeplitz* Theorem, we have
OÛOO ^  /r+u-v-1)
/®uv/ °uv    —v=o v=o v=0 ( U J
$  /c ; - - L  V  fr+u-T-l) = _1_ ^  /r+*-T-l,
A  ' ( T )  ^  ^  ^  r - 1  /
r+ui
1  f r + u - l + l )  „  [jLL = 1 
^r+u\ V r - l + l V  /?+%r 
u  /  L un
Thus, our sum is not only convergent but is convergent to 1. And we
see that any number larger than 1 is a bound.
Condition (2) is also satisfied since c,=1 and lim c„ ^iu u-^ oO “
In order to satisfy condition (3) we must show:
/ r+u-v-1) ^r+u-v-1]
-28-
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(,r+uHr+u-l} . . Cr+u-v;
(5 + i)(f:T *^) • • • [ ^ * ^ )  Cl +
Since £ + 1 --p. 1,-iL + 1 p- 1, • . • , — + 1 ?" 1 for v ̂  u, ti ' u-v+1
/r+u-v-11
' U.“V } y i TTmurATnai* T *5 T« 1Thxus ..■, , _1 z.  ±  . However lim ---±  « 0./r+u) — A, u-v \ u-v *
\.x lJ 0 - * — J 1+ —
^r+u-v-H 
therefore ^ 3 ^  - 0.
nTheorem 3.2. The Holder means are regular,
I
For "Wie Hj-process the c^^*s will be
V  :  s f e  ^
c^y * 0 for V 5- u.
It fallows that 2  IOutI" 2 T  liml "Cfî ÜTT " ("+D -3^-1.V»0 V=0 7=0 U+1
So, we see from the above that condition (1) is satisfied. Also 
condition (2) is satisfied since c^ = 1 and » 1,
Condition (3) is satisfied, since «Urn c,,_ = „lim » 0,' U-a»«A UV U  U+1
Thus, if we have a sequence (s ) which converges to s, then 
H^-lim Sjj ■ s.
In our definition of the Holder process we saw that
■  êi %  '
and this, once again, is simply an application of the arithmetic means.
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Hence, the Hg-process is regular,
fl]%r use of induction we can show that the Holder mean of any 
order is regular.
We know that the H^-process is regular; i,e,, if the sequence 
(s^) converges to s, then H^ - lim s^ « s.
Assume true for n " k: i.e,, lira H^k) = g.
We must show that H^^^ - lim s% = s. Now
^ n+1 ^
But this is simply the H^-process applied to the sequence ̂ H^^^ ,
Hence, - 3 or lin - s.
IIThus, the Holder means of order k > 0  are regular.
Definition 3,1. Two methods of summation will be said to be 
equivalent if every series summable one method is also sumraable by 
the other method and to the same value.
We will show that the H^-procesa and the Gj^-process are 
equivalent methods of summation* In order to do this, we will 
need the following two theorems.
Theorem 3.3 (Mercer), Let (s^) be any sequence and let the 
Holder means be h^ and suppose a 0, Then, if (l-a)h^
converges to s, the same is true for s^; i.e., s^—^ s.
Proof. We first express t^ in terms of the h^, and then 
conversely the h^ in terras of the t^. This will turn out to be 
a linear transformation of the t^.
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and we shall prove that this linear transformation is regular. There­
fore if t^ —^ s, then h^— s. We then can conclude that s^— > s.
3 S
We have h„ » . ° * * * *— 2 (the Holder mean),“ n+1
or 8 + . . . + 8 ■ (nfl)h„.o n n
Also, Sq + • • . + « (n)h^_2 and by subtracting we have
®n ■ - nho.!-
The above will be true even for n ■ 0 if we define h . « 0*—X
Now, substituting into the equation defining t^, we get
^n " ^®n * d-*)hn'
ta " a [(n+l)ha - * (l-a)h^,
ta - nah^ + ah^ - ahha_i + - ah^,
ta » (an+l)ha - anĥ _ĝ .
This is a linear transformation of the h^»s, 
to - ho*
t̂ _ “ —aha + (a+l)hĵ ,
tg = -2ah^ + (2a+l)h2* 
tj » -3ah2 + (3a+l)hj. 
t|̂ ■ -liaĥ  + (Ua+l)hĵ .
We may now solve for h in terms of t,
^o -
h, - — â—  t + — 1—  t. .
^ (a+1) (a+1)
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2â  tçj 2at^ ^2
^2 “ Ti^T)'(Saflj - + (a+l)(^i7TJ +
6a^t 6a^t] 3ato
^3 “  T a + l ) l $ a + I ) ( j a + l ) "  ( a + l ) ( 2 a T L 7 n 5 ^  "  ( 3 a + l ) f 2 a + ï )
The general term for the coefficients is
S v  - t tCto+t )-.*: : lûa+ï) ^ >
® 0 for V ̂  u ,
Note the c^^*s are positive because<3vO.
Now,
^  lAiJLlI________  \ „ ^  u! a^'^
^  |v»(va+l) . . . (ua+1) I V bq vHva+1) . . . (ua+l) =  1
Proof.
For u *= 0
For u = 1
1
v! (va+l)(a+l) 01 ( a+1 ) 1H  a+1 ) a+1 â+l'
_, 1-v 1-0 1-1 _1 % a_____  g a______  + a  = a + 1 = l
v=o
Assume true for u = k :
, k—V ̂^ *® 1 • v=ô vl(va+l) . . .  (ka+lj
Show truth for k+1 :
%  (k*in
vHva+i; . . .(ka+ljyk+l)a+l )
V  ■ ( k * l ) l  +  ( k + 1 ) :T U v a + 1 )  . . . ( k a * l ) ( i k + l ) a + l )  ( k + 1 5 1 ( ( k + l ) a + l )v«o
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k-v(k+l)a kl a ~_____________  . 1
(k+iJa+1 v!(va+lj . . . (ka+ï) (k+1)a+1
v=o
(k+])a . 1 _ (k+1)a+1 . iT E + T 7 2 + I  +  ( k I T T S + l  T E + T 7 3 + I
Hence the relationship is true for all positive u. Thus, ^  fc j = 1,
v*=o
and this satisfies condition (la). Condition (lb) is satisfied by taking 
any number larger than one,and this number will be a common bound. 
Condition (2) is true since c^ “ 1 for each u.
For Condition (3) we want to show the following is true:
u! „u-v
VÎU a + 1 )  . . . I u a + 1 )  ■
u! _u-v u! _u-v
v! _______ ^ vl
(va+1) . . . ^ua+1) “ a(Va+I) aÇva+a+lj . . , a(va+ka+1 ) . . . a(ua^ôTy
a a a a
u! u-v
________________________________________________________
aU (v+r )(v+l+^)(v+2+^) . . . (v+k+% ) . . . (u+%)
u! „-l 
v! ^ (v+l) (v+2) . . . u
|)(v+l+l) . . . (u+|) a(v+a)(v+l+|) . , . (u+^)
And since = ---- &----, the last expression becomes
1 ^   1 ____________________________________________
 ̂ 1 . 1 ___________
= C ^ a )  (l* âU^TT * SxéfTJ * ■ ■ ■ * i ^ )
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r\;a(v* %) 1+ % ( W l  + ^  • ÏÏ ]
^  • • • * u )° °°but
because this is the Harmonic series with the first v terras deleted, 
and the Harmonic series diverges to infinity.
ictrx)• i + + . . .'*é)“ °
And since all terms are positive ,
u*. u-v 
v! ®
u^>^ (va+1) . . , (ua+1)
So Condition (3) is satisfied.
This means that if t^ s, then ĥ -:> s. B%t tQ“a(sjj)+(l-a)h„.
This implies that s^-> s in order to satisfy the relation
s“ a lira s„ + (l-a)s. n-> eo n
Theorem 3»U
.  (n+k)c(k) - nc(k) .
Proof. Rewriting in terras of the a^*s, we have
” /h+k-l-i) 3 —  /n+k-i) /n-l+k-i]
If we can show that the coefficients of a^ -wrtiere 0 ̂ i  ^ n  are 
equal on both sides, then we can conclude the above relationship is true.
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Consider the coefficient of â s
For the left-hand side we have:
k!nt(n+k-l-i)! „ kn*.(n+k-l-i)l
'rk-T)T(n-i )T ( n+k-1 )' ! U-ijHn+k-l)l
For the right-hand side we have:
(n+k)k!n!(n+k-i)I _ nk!(n-l)!(n-l+k-i)l 
kl(n+k)i In-i)! kUn-l-i;Ï̂ n-l+k)I
n! (n+k-i) !______  (n-i)ii!( n-l+k-i) !
(,n+k-l J ! ln-i)l (n-i) !(n-l+k) *
(n+k-l-i)! f~n!k+n!(n-i) - (n-i)nl] _ nlk(n+k-i-l) i
(n-i)Un-l+k) I (n-i) t(n-l+k) ! "
Hence, the above relation is true.
Theorem 3«5» The G^-process and the H^-process are equivalent.
Proof. Now rewriting the relation we proved in the preceding
theorem, we have:
I. . |(n+l)c(^) _ nC^^lJ+ (k-l)c(k)
nNow let us form the Holder means on both sides.
k ....
n+1
. 4"' * (4'^ - y  * . .  j
n+1
(k-l) (k)+ LO- ^ / where Cjj_i ■ 0 for n = 0.
n+1
The above equality is true by letting n = 0, 1, 2, . • . n in equation 
I and then adding the equations and dividing both sides by (n+1).
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Now,
C^^)+ - c(k) + 3C^k) -2C^k) + . • . + nr-.
n+l
c(k) _c(k) +2c(k) _2c(k) + . • . + nc(k) - nc(^) + (n+l)c(k)_ o o 1 1 nr-1 n-1 n
n+1
. c(k).Ë+1 n
We can write our relation as
. c w  + (k_i) i°o*
a
If we symbolize the process of forming the Holder means of a sequence 
^x^]by Hx^ or by in case of Holder*s means of order P
(H^P^x^ denotes the nth term of the sequence originating from the
sequence (x^) the process of Holder*s means of order P) we have,
II. kHc(^-l) » c(k) + (k-l) Hc(^) orn n n
gc(k-l) = 1 c(k) + (i_l) HcJ.̂ .̂ 
n k Jk %
The right side of this equation is of the form of the right side
of the equation in Mercer's Theorem; i.e., if converges to s,
then converges to s. For the reverse, if converges to s,
then HC^^) converges to s (by regularity of the Holder mean).
If —> 3 and s, then HC^^“ )̂_  ̂s by our above equation.
So, from the above Hc|̂ '̂'̂ ând C^^^are equivalent. Since the above
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is true, we can write H .  with k-l in place of K:
(k-l) H + (k-2) (H)
Now this implies the equivalence of and and also
Ck)G p and bfjr continuing this process we will eventually get the equiva­
lence of the Hjj- and Gĵ -procèsses.
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CHAPTER 17
PROPERTIES OF THE CESARO AND HOLDER PROCESSES
OO
Theorem b.l. If ^ w i t h  partial sums (s ), is summable
8n
J
C)j., then - 2 = 0  and = 0 for k jz 1.
Proof. We will assume k 1, then by hypothesis
s(k)
'/' .1N —> s. It is also true that — , — > s.
( T )  r r )
/n-l+kj f n-l+k j
Now _L.. k / . _n_ , and _2_ = 1. Since lim i k / . i, ̂n+kj n+k n+k ^ n+k^
g(k)
it follows that ^  #. As a consequence of the above, we
( k /
have „lim ' ”
I ̂ n+kj n̂+1̂ “ 0. By definition
Therefore ™  and T S E T "  " °*
W  Ï W
-38-
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NOWWe will now show that „lim — ,—  , ,ki
/n+k)
I k / _ (n+k)(n+k-1) • • . (n+l)
k — ir; 'n n KÎ
(n+k)^ ^  (n+k)(n+k-1) . . . (n+1) ^  . We see that
n^k: n^kl n^k!
k
ÏÏÏ ■ ÏÏÎ’ nKS ■ W  •
Hence, 3  „ U m  . . (nel) ^
Therefore, lim (^+k)(n+k-1) , . . (n+1) ^ 1 .
n^k: H
g(k-l) c(k-l)n nsince - 0. It follows that   - 0
g(%-l)
and 1 ^  — T” ™  “ 0* By the definition of 8^^) it follows thatn n "
S(k-2) g(k-l) g(k-l) g(k-2)
iL  « _£ _Sll— , Thus, lim -2,---  = 0,
7  nk nk ^
g(k-3)
And similarly lim -2,---
n-><̂  jjk
S
0, , , , , lim -2 = 0n^<^ k
s a^
which implies „liiii —2 = 0 ,  and lim —  « 0*
n n^
ITheorem h.2. In a series a_, summable C.. we necessarily; ---- ;------ k'
have C% - lim a^ - 0. g^k-l)
Proof. By Theorem U.l we hare j
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* ( " Z i )  ^1* ■ ■ ■* fkiij ““
shown by induction.
/n+k-11 /n+k-2) /k-l \
1 k-l y S  ♦ ( k-l/ *1 ♦ . ■ ■ . ( k-l/ %  . (J.
( " j
which implies that Cĵ  - lira a^ * 0.
£>0
Theorem U.3« In a series ^  a^, summable Cĵ , we necessarily have
Hence, limn-^ cA
n=o
aT+2a« + . , . + na_- lim — — :-----------z  . 0 .^ n+1
Proof. Let (8%) be the sequence of partial sums. Then
Cjj. - lira (Sjj) = 8, but by the equivalence theorem we know that
H-lim (Sjj) « s or, rewriting, we have
°k-l - * \ l x  • ■ =.
and this implies - lim T  L-ifo - s.
# ®o + + . . « + Sjj j ^From the above, we have Cĵ - lim (8% - %+% /“ 0 .
g So + Si + . . . + Sn (n+l)sn - (Sq + . . . + s^)
” n+1 "1 n+I
nsyj ^  Sp _ (nsn - na^ - (n-l)a^- (n-2)Sg- • • • “ a„-l^
p=o n+1
(nâ +na^^ + . . . + na^) _ na^ _ (n-l)a^ - (n-2)ag - . . .  - a^^
m , .1 ■■■ " ■!■■■ ..■PI I ■■■■ « , #
n+1
Collecting like terms, we have
(nao-nao)+(na^-(n-l)a^) + (na2-(n-2)a2) + . . . + (na^ ^-a^_^)+ na^
»  I # - I '...... .... ............ ..........  . ....n+1
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+ 2&2 + 3a^ + . . . + na^
_  ,
so. 0, - lim .
c?C>
Theorem U»U (Tauberian Theorem)» If the series ̂ ^a_ is
    ’’ n=o
f. a,+2a«+ . . . + tia„- stimmable to the sum s and if ^
oO
then 2> is, in fact, convergent with sum s. 
n=o
Proof.
Sq'̂ Sq̂ '̂  . # . s^ a^^ 2ag^ . * . ^ na^ n —  _  n«
Ç S +S,+ . . . + 8Since O'^r^ 0 and — — -   '-^St then s ^ ^  sj which says
<po
3""a is convergent to s. 
n-o "
c>o n
Theorem U.$. Given a series ^ a ^  and partial sums s_ = Z> a.
i=o ^ ” i»o ̂
and - lim s^ = s, then
(1) if t =b, t,“s , t_=s-, . . . t_=8_ -, n :> 0, then C, - lim t =so ' 1 o 2 1/ n n-l' k n
where b is any number. And
(2) if Pq“s ,̂ Pi^Sg, P2=s^, . . . Pn=8n+i
then Cjç - lim p^=s.
Proof.
J l
(1)  - =•
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Define as follows:
n
^  /h+k-d+D) 
/n+k-1) 2 _  V k-l ;
(k) „ [ k-l 7 b ^ i«l ^i-1 .
" n ^ }  ~  f f ]
Since > s, then if >0, it follows that t^^^— ^  s,n ' r n ^ ' n ^
/n+k-(i+l)) /n+k-l") , /n+k-(i+l)l
%  I  k-l /Si - 1 k-l / 1  -  ] > _  I  k-l y®i-i
, [k) . (k) d^o________________  g ________________  .
'n p^kj
/n+k) / (k) (k)j /n+k-1) ^  m+k-(i+l)\ /n+k-1) , - /n+k-(i+l))
I k y(C n - t  n ;= I  k-l / k-l J ®i- I k-l /  “̂> 1  k-l J ®i-l
-  Cï-i"j»o -{'txh * z  = 1 . 1  ;
i=l
i-1
i=o
^  in+fe(i+l))
By Theorem L.2, „lim/ \ k-l / ^i " 0.
/n+k-ljb
n % -  " « %  (k:"lLk)
Thus, t(^) « s or Cĵ  - lim t^ * s.
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For the second part we have:
(k) i"o_______________  , and
Pn " TH+F)
I k /
C T )  . y  i ' t t )  =1 . (^ 1) =° * 9  ( T i " )  '1 •
i“o i*»l
Now, subtracting, we get
/n+l+k) /n+k)
p.S“ - r r )  «  - - (ES ■" -1" ■ -S  ei - o'
■ . %  4 r # - '
ks (k)and = 0. Therefore = s, or 0^ - lim p^ **s.
Theorem &.6. If a„ is C,_-suramable to s, then an is
n«o n»j
summable C, to s - a_.
k ° n+1
Proof. Let p^ « s^^ « •
By Theorem - lim p^ = s. Let ■ a^ for all n. Then
• So* and since the C%-process is regular, - lim * a^. 
^ 1
Define t « %> a,, then t « p - q • n 2 ^  n n ^
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But Cĵ - lim (p^ - % )  “ ® “ % •  Therefore, Cĵ  - lira » s - â ,
Lemma. If the coefficients of a triangular matrix C satisfy the 
conditions of Toeplitz' Theorem, and if the coefficients are such that 
lira C„ ,, V “ 0 for each k and u ^  k and k Q, then if lim x = au - ^  u, U-K ' V
and Yy = b, these imply that « ah where
Zn ' + C^lVn-1 + • • • + V o  *
Proof. Consider the as a linear transformation on the 
Xy's; i. e.,
■  f°ooyo)
H  - (®Vi) *0 + (=11^0) *1'
^2 ■ (=20̂ 2) ̂ o * (=21̂ 1) =̂ 1 * (=22̂ 0) *2>
' (“no^n) ’̂o * (\T7r>-l) * ' ' ' * ( W o ) \  '
Now we chec^ the conditions of Toeplitz' Theorem.
c?Q>
^  /'nv^n-W ' ^  /=nvl ^n-v/-
Since lira yn“b there exists H such that /y I^H for all nn-̂ aXi " In/
/ ° n W / V v / ^ S  /“n v / H - H ^ L  •v=o v=o v=0
But since the c^^'s satisfy Toeplitz* Theorem, j j and M is
v=o
c*
independent of uj therefore l^nv ^n
We must also show that ^  /®uvi i^u v} We know that
qO
^  /c^^lconverges. We also know that if u is a convergent
v«o n=o ”
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series of positive terms, and (a^) is any bounded sequence, then the
series a„u„ is convergent. Since /y / is a sequence of positive ^—— n n I u—Vi
0&»
Zn=o
terms and bounded, then /°uv//yu-vi convergent. So Condition
v=o
(1) is satisfied. Condition (3) is also satisfied since we know that 
u ^ ^  ®’> °uv ® null sequence and if we multiply each
term of a null sequence by a term of a bounded sequence then the re­
sulting sequence is null, y^-v is bounded; therefore, ®uv^u v *
For Condition (2) let us examine the sum of the coefficients of 
one row.
^  ' °uo^u * '̂ ul̂ u-l * ' • ' * ^uu^o* that this is a
transformation of the y^*s.
= ■̂ uoy’o * + • • • + V u '«here 7^^ . for
The coefficients of row u are the c^^*s in reverse order. Therefore, 
Conditions (l) and (2) of Toeplitz* Theorem are satisfied because they 
do not depend upon the order of the c^^*s in a row. Also Condition (3) 
is satisfied because any column is just a diagonal from our original 
matrix and this converges to 0.
u ^ ^  ^ui " ®u, u-1 * O'
Now, since lim y = b then lim d., » b because the matrix is regular.
We know from the proof of Toeplitz* Theorem that if we have a matrix of 
c^^*s 1*1 ch satisfies Conditions (1) and (3) then this matrix will trans­
form a null sequence into a null sequence. Hence, if lim x = 0n̂ ô*» n
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Now suppose Xjj ■ a when a / 0*
Let « ĉ j-vŷ ŷ* We know that the C^^*s satisiy conditions (l) and
g>o
(3) and we also know th^t « d„ and _lim d„ = b. Now,
, UV tl il uV»0
« a and this implies that .^3^ (x^-a) * 0. Let p^ « x̂ . - a*
<30 OO
and * 2  then 0. Note that Z - ^ C  x and
T=o r**o
oo OO pq
= 2 7  CuvĈ Cr-a) or “ a^^uv*v=o v®o v*o
q% = Zg - ad^ or + ad^, so that
n %  2u - uljm q„ + a - 0 ♦ ab - ab.
OO - ^
Theorem b.7. Let 2 7 a be summable C to A and
V“0 ̂  " v**o
summable to B where p and L are Integers and p z  0 and L =  0*
oO
Then is summable to C * A.B, where m ** L + p + 1 and
V"0
°n " â bĵ  + a^bn_i + • • • + ^n^o*
Proof, Let us denote by A^^^, the iterated partial  n ' n ' n
sums of the three series mentioned; i.e*.
n n
v®0 V**0
The following relationship will be established in Theorem 5.6. 
“  ,(p).
V« (l-x)P*^ ^  A ^  x^ for jx/ ZL 1. According to the l^rpothesis v«o v=o ^
(p) (L) 4^^
»n p3?p^----^ ^n • ^  B.
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Ob ^  k
But ^  a„x^ ^  for 1.U“0 V“0 K“0
In Chapter V it will be shown that the Abel process encompasses 
the Cesaro process, and since this is true
gQ y
^  a^u* is absolutely convergent and is absolutely convergent
u=o v=o
t>o C?*ïi OO
for /x/^1, so S V " "  »u=o v»o k“o
where c^ » + a^b^_^ + . , . + a^b^. Or, we can write
OO CXSt
2 1 V "  — i— r., V  , so“-0 (l-x)L+l v-0 (l-x)”*^ k-0 '
that2^A(P)x«
u"o v"o k“o
Therefore, o|,”  ̂. + . . . +
(m)Now we must show that c„ . —D— r-^A B •
( T j
We note that ("*Pj and „ B^^i
Jm) (?) ( T )  . ( P U D  (Tj M  . ( P U D
n " ^n+mj ° n + . . . + ^n+m j v n-v +
 ( s m  
w
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Now we may apply our lemma, substituting j|
/p+v j fl+u-v I
4' ’̂ “ =uv "
\ m J
(m)
h “ ^ °nlVn-l + - - - + °nnVo 'c
If the coefficients c^^ satisfy the conditions "of. thé lemma,
then it will follow A.B.
cA u
Now we assert that c,,̂  = 2[°uv ^ *
v*®o v=o
cA
Consider ^ a ^  and let a_ = 1, a. = a. = a^ = . . . = 0. i ^  1 2  3
(o)A ^ . Z  a,.
1=0
We want to show ” (”rT ) P ^ l
First consider **
1=0
We will verify this by induction on n
F o . „ . o w . h * v . ^
( T J  - i°7) - ( §J - 1- so, for n . 0, ̂  (i"P-lj . ( % P j
k-1
Assume true for n “ k^l; ^  ~ ^i+p-1 j =
1*0
k
Show true for n = k; ^  ^i+p-lj ^ j • Mow
g  (i*p-ij, (k+p-ij. (k_i.pj ^ (k.p.1^. (>-^pj.
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n
Therefore, ^  for all n.
Now we must show for p 1 •
^ î -Q /
Using induction on p, we see that 
, . n n n . ,
(p) 'ST /i+p-ljThus, Ajj =  ̂ i i / f°^ P = 1* i=o
Assume true for p » k-1; An^'^^ » = (”^n"V*
n
Show true for p = k; A^^ = /i+k-ll
i ^  ^ ^
^ U )  _ ,U-i) . ,(k). ^  (i+k.^
n
Thus, A^P) = * ("n^j for all n and p:^ 1.
Now, since A^^^ «
a^^^ , = (̂ P ̂  = 15 therefore - i.
( 7 )  r a
Similarly, if = 1, = bg = * . . . = 0, then
-1.
Now c„ . + kibn_i + • • • + V o  »
since â  « 1, a^ = ag = a^ = . . . = 0
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and • 1, - bg “ “ • • • “ 0 then
Oq - a^b^ - 1 and “ 0 for n ̂  1,
So, by the previous argument we see that ■ 1,
Substituting these values back in our original expression, we have
, M  . . r/; . [k i  ù j* ' /«Xv. ,  ' ' '  7==^--V . , . -r  7TT- \ ' t
( " T ) ■ ■ ■  m  ■ ■ ■  7
n+m jra J
n /p+v) /L+n-vi
or T  I V/ \ n-v/. 1 .
-  ( t ;
u
But this is just ̂  - l and since c^^ ZO the above satisfies both
conditions (l) and (2) of Toeplitz* Theorem.
For condition (3) we want to show that
( C J
(t ;
Ir̂ U—'
^ 0  as u-^ooor ,
■u-vj
u-v/ ^ (1j»u -v )I ulm! ^
^u+mj (u-v)! (u+m)!LÎ
(L+u-v) !ul g, (L+u-v)(L+u-v-l)(l+u-v-2) . . . (u-v+l)
(u-v)l(u+m)! (u +1)(u+2)(u+3) • . . (u+m)
5̂' (u+l-v)(u+2-v)(u+3-v) . . , (u+l-v)_____
(u+1)(u+2)X u + 3) • • . (u+L)(u+L+l) I  .(u+m)
■(i.i) (i.|j .. ( i . ^ )  ■ '
(j- * - ¥ )  ■ ■ ■ { ! *  ¥ J  _ 1, and
(l . i j . . . (l + % )
limU->oO
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oÿJS ^ ySrC - O' ""d "i* * ™
positive, 80 11m ">■'■ /rr;̂  ^ “ 0. Thus condition (3) is satisfied,/uTini
\ J
Condition (it) means that the diagonal elements approach 0| i.e..
/̂ p+u-k \
for a fixed k, ■ ' \ / — > 0 as u — >  oû ./u+m]
I "1 J
But this is the same as in condition (3). Hence, condition (it) is 
satisfied.
Theorem it.8 (Fejer*s Theorem). If a function f(x), which is 
integrable in 0 x ^  2 VT and periodic with 27> , is such that the limit 
tl ^ ĵ & jf(x^+2t) + f(x^-2^ » 8(x^) exists, then its Fourier series
is alw^s summable 0̂^̂ at this point, to the value s(Xq).
Proof. The Dirichlet formula for the n^^ partial sum of the
Fourier series at x iso
Thus, for n « 1, 2, . . .  ,
A  [ Sin t * _  .. * Sin at.
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psixi n'tNow, for t / k#, sin t + sin 3t + . . . + sin (2n-l)t = ^ »
and this continues to hold for t = , if we take the right hand
side to be,in this case,the limit of the ratio for t-> k , which is 
evidently 0. Let
Q- - Sp + 8i + . . ' + ^n-1 . Then 
n~l n
^n-i ' h >  ^  ^ T  sèrrj •
crn-1 o
Because of the square factor, the integral can never change 
sign. Also note that the entire integral is multiplied by ̂  • Now if 
t^+o ^ ĵ (3C()+2t) + f(x^-2t^ = s(x^) s s exists, then Fejer's Theorem
simply s t a t e s s .
Consider the following integral:
$
n
% e  integrand is ^  each term of this, when inte-
v=l ^
grated from 0 to contributes the value since
« 1+2 cos 2t + 2 cos It + . . . + 2 cos 2(v-l)t.sin t
f  ^  f
We note that j^l dt = and ̂  2 cos 2nt dt = g fsin 2nt^ = 0 . 
o o ^ L— —  o
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Hence, we may write
O' ■= - In  5 /f(X"+2t) * f(x.-2t)7 (■■S’n”-t) dt - g ^ j' dt
n-1 ° 2 °
2 r /f(x +2t) + f(x -2t) 7 ntVG..1 -d • Hf 3 [ - i — ^ ^  - sjf ( - ^ j d t .
By hypothesis, the expression in the square brackets tends to 0 when 
t-^+ 0. In order to prove that (7̂  or is therefore
sufficient to show that if {̂ (t) is integrable over and
^(t) = 0, then
$-
^ d t 0 as n increases.
Now, this follows a very simple train of inequalities.
As 0, we can d e t e r m i n e f o r  a given 6^0, such
that f 4> it) j for every t such that 0 ĉ -t
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S V
Then ;  ^(t)
I o o
^ h  /  (I) [%n4T"^ - (lj(nS;/ ( ^ 7
€
SO ^  (̂ (t) ( with the above conditions,since the
last integral has a positive integrand and therefore remains less than the 
integral of the same function over the whole range 0 to
2
Since 0(t) is integrable, it is bounded so there exists a con­
stant M such that j for O^t  ̂  _^2l . Consequently,
J 4 M  ^  y  I dt2_n-ir
^ cT
•2- „  £
^ 2 ^  
I sin nt / -S. 1, sin nt ̂  1 ,
sxn t 3' sin sin^t 3  sin^c^,
2:__  1 anH 1 ^ 1SO — — —  —   ̂andsin t sin^ ,^^2^
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1r dt é  r — i
J sinH J sin
dt -  dt
H  J  sin^^
^  Ç — dt =J sin^f ^o 1$" sin ̂
m  ^
®o n■7̂
r /sin nt\ ^  2M ^  1
J  \sin t j —  nTT 2^ sin^f'
l A  } * “ > f e l f W - ï s f c .
and everything but n is a fixed number and we can therefore choose n^ 
so large that the expression becomes less than for every n n^.
We have
$  . s  . ^
/ I d  j  « /  -  «
^ j k  ( % r i r  f ^ r
s
^  *» G, and therefore
$
I f .  j f . )  « /
2 ^
6 for n 7  n
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Nowsince ^  ^  satisfies the same conditions
that (̂ (t) satisfies, then
K - i - V  - jhr I  - f/ ^
01" hence s and the theorem is com­
pletely established.
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ClfAPTER 7
ABEL'S PROCESS 
oo
If we have any series let us consider the power series
v»»o
f(z) •* ^  ayZ^» If the given series is convergent, then the power 
v*»o
series has a radius of convergence of at least 1, but this may also be 
cc.
true if ̂  a^ is divergent. So, f(z), then, is a function defined in 
v*o
t?C>
|z j 1 where z is complex or real and formally a^ » f(l). On the
v*o
other hand, it may happen that the function f(z) has a continuous 
boundary value if we approach z*l and it seems reasonable to take this 
as f(l) and as But does this definition agree with the ordinary
V=t)
sum of the series if it is convergent? It does because of a theorem 
by Abel.
Theorem 5.1 (Abel's Limit Theorem). If ^ a ^  is convergent and
v=o,C5*a ^
if we write f(z) » y  â z"̂ , then glto f(z)»^a^ if z — ^ 1, and remains
V*»0 V“0
within an angle less than , inscribed in the unit circle with its 
vertex at 1. This theorem just means that our method of summation is 
regular.
Proof. Let (z^) be any sequence of numbers (complex or real) 
converging to 1 within the above mentioned angle. Then we shall
-57-
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interpret the sequence (f(z^)) as a transformation of the sequence of 
partial sums of the given series. For this purpose we introduce the 
8^ instead of the a^ into the power series.
Now, f(z) « ) ayZ^ = (1-z) // SyZ^ as has been shown previously.
‘̂ *0 v»o
Also, f(z ) = (l-z^)Sy, and this form shows the sequence (f(z ))
v=o ^ ^
as a transformation of the sequence (s^) with c^y (l-z^)z^ , We
will check and see if the conditions for Toeplitz* Theorem are satisfied,
For condition (la):
CO oo oo
■ 2 Z I I  " 2 T 2 i ® u r  •v*o v*o v=o v*o
This is absolutely convergent for j z^ j zL 1,
For condition (lb)*
oC>
^l°uv( " |l-Zuj and ^  jz^T " — --  N / ^  ̂V=0 V=0 V=0 l“ ^z^j
oo
'UV
u
We must find an upper bound independent of u. Dropping the index u, 
we write z = 1 - re^^ where } e \ ^ ^  because of original hypothesis or,
writing in a different form, we have re^® *» r(cos o  ♦ i sin© ), 
z ■ 1 - r(coso + i sin©. ),
Thus /l-z I *» /l-l+r (cos© + i sin© )j » jr cos ©  + ri sin© / » r, 
so, ty the law of cosines ) z • 1^ + /l-z/^ - 2 jl-zj cos© , or 
jzf - 1 + r2 - 2r cos ©  •
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/l-2 I « (l-z/ (l+/zj) „ r(l+ /z/) ,
Ti'lzj ; U -  l z i ) { i * h ] )  ^^2
r (1+ /z/ ) , r(l+ }zl )  = r(l+ /z/ ) _ 1+ /z/ ^ . 1 + /z/
l-/z|2 1-1 ♦ 2r cose-r* r(2cose_r) 2coa9-r E)
_ 1 +fz| 1
_ r COSO - -
2^->l as %->0 and (% since /z^j^l.
Since r^— ^ 0 there exists a positive integer N such that if us^N then 
/r̂ |z. cos (9q. If u?-N then cos O q - ^  p^cos ,
thus —....   -.. .  ^    “ 2 sec ©„,û
2cos ©o - —  ®o
Since cos ©  cos  KT” — ---------- FT" ® o  *cos (9u cos (% - —
For u^N, liZÎll =  ̂ .  i--- - -c2 sec G  , ?
1- K \  2 cos 4>u - Is
P--HI )
l e t m a a :  I .  1 - >  ' ' ' ’ 1 - j y  /  "
Let ra » max (A, 2 sec G  ̂ î then m is an upper bound independent of u.
For Condition (2): «>»
^ ® u v  " ®u ** (l-z ) *v*b v“o ' u'
Thus c " 1  for all u. u
For Condition (3) we want c ^ ^  0 as .
Vbut 2 - 1, ]Am z • 1 for fixed v, and lira (l-z„) - 0:U -̂ *0 u U-^oA u ' u-̂ e*» U '
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thus lim c „ ■ 0 and Condition 3 is satisfied. u->-e>̂  uv
As our considerations are valid for any sequence 1 and sub­
ject to the condition (where may be different for
different sequences) our theorem is proved.
Theorem $.2, A necessary condition for A-suramability of a^ is
n=o
a
lim \Ĵ /a I ̂ ^ 1 or ---   is bounded
oo
Proof. The radius of convergence of must be at least 1.
v=o
— jj /So, Tim v  / a z j ̂  1 because we have convergence but we are not certain n-̂ c*» n
the root test will work, thus the reason for the equality.
' Z  Kl ^  ' ■  1̂1 ^  .
By taking the limit of both sides as z ^  1, we see that
  n,------  n,
Lim )zj limz
- . y   ^ / '■ -yl }   \/ I a I ^  lim 1 which implies _lira \/ /a_l ^ 1 . 
1 n-̂ ao n z-̂ 2. n^o*k
To show that-----   is bounded we note the following.(1+é-)”
n
\f jâ l ^  1 implies that for all 6 "7 0 there exists a k such
n. y nthat )/ |aj ^  1 + e for nzr k. So, ja^J _^(l+ € ) for n 7 k and
Afsl   ^  1 for n ^k. Since — L bI—  ^  1, then " ^  1 •
(1+6)" (1 + e)’̂ (1 + €)"
For -------n when n ̂  k we can find a bound because there are only a
(1 + €)*
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*n
finite number of terms. Hence ------- « bounded.
(1 + <&)
OC>
Theorem 5*3. In a series which is summable A, we neces-
  n %  *
(&1 + &2 + ^3 + . . . + &n) sarily have A-lim a = 0 and A-lim —  —  ■    = 0
^ n + 1
Proof. We have established the following relation:
oO <5»e>
a^x" = (1-x) 2T®ri^ where s^-a^ + + ag + . . . + a^.
<s>0
Suppose lim (l-x) ^  s„x” «s, then:x->l-0 ^  '
x4?f-0 - ». *1»°
^  nThus, lim (1-x) >  a_x = 0.
x->l-0 ^
For the second relation, we note that since
oO oo
a x^ ■ (1-x) ^  s^x^ then
n=o n=o
OÛ
'y 8^x"= (l-x) J/ (s + 8n + . . . + 8 )x or 
n=o n=o °
oa 2 n
(1-x) 2 2 s  x" , (1-x) J>[(s + 8. + . . . + s_)x%
c*»
So, if lira „(l-x) ^ s  x” « s, then x->l-0 ^  n
2 ^  nlira (1-x) (s + s_ + . . . + 8 )x » s ,x-^1-0 ^  o 1 n'
Now, we want to show that if
lim (l-x)^ ^ ( s _  + Si + . . . + s )x" = g, then 
x->l-0 n=o ° ^
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urn (1-x) y  (3p + 3i + . . . + 3p)x . g,
1-0 n*»o n + 1
The proof of this is a simple case of the following lemma.
Lemma, If f(x) is continuous on 0 ^  x -si 1, and if
X
lim (1-x)^ f(x) « s, then Urn (l-x) \ f(t)dt •» s.-̂ T>l-0 Xr̂  1-0 i
Proof, Let (l-x)^f(x) « s + g(x) and define the function 
g(x) such that g(x) tends to 0 as x 1-0, For every 6 7* 0 there 
exists in OzC x^d: 1, such that /g(x)/z ^  for x^ ̂  x ̂  1.
X  ^
(1-x) Ç f(t)dt - s I » /(1-x) f £. *u S ( d t  - s /
o ' ' i (l-t)2 /
/(l-x) f — S.—  dt + (1-x) r — siii dt - s / 
I o (l-t)2 6 (l-t)2 /
1“ -' [ ô f e  Î  • I ■ i
/(1-x) j 
I o
X
J --^ J dt - (1-x) 8 (l-t)2
^1 X
« / ( 1-x) J — dt + ( 1-x) { — dt - ( 1-x) s I
' o (l-t)2 x^ (1-t)^ /
I ?1 ... , , X g(t)
— I (1-x) ] — ^ 2 + /(1-x) C 2 / + /(1-x) s/
I o (l-t)2 I I XI (1-t) I I /
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I Xi I X
^  (1-x) M  dt / + (1-x) ( .kliji dt + (1-x) /s/ .
I o (1-t)^ I (1-t)'
(1-x) j  dt ^(1-x) ^  g dt - (1-x)
X]^ ( l - t ) 2  X i ( l - t ) 2  2 L(l-tPx^.
(l-x) - f - [ ( é r y ^  ' -fë (1-x) _e (l-x) 2 (1-X) ‘ n : ^ )  ■ ^
Ê  (1-^) 
2
i E # r 0 so 4 - f  l W [ )  thus
I (l-x) J f(t) dt - s|^(l-x) j j
?1 g(t)
(1-t)'
rdt + + (1-x) /s /.2 '
Xi
\ dt / and is/ are constants.
I (l-t)2 I '
Since (1-x) >> 0 as x—^ 1-0 there exists x^ such that if I?» x ?-Xg then
(]-x) IÎ’( o—  I dt/ ^ and (l-x) -p- js j(1-t)^ h
I (1-x) ^ f(t) dt - s I ^ ^ for X g ^  X ^ 1  and
Xĝ C: X C  1 .
X
Let x^ = max (xg, x^) , then j (1-x) (” f(t) 
x^ zl X <-1 and this proves the Lemma.
-
dt - 8 / z: 6 if
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Now, using this Lemma, we see that if 
Q (l-x)2 + . . . + 8^)%" * S, then
n=o
X oO
lim (1-x) ) ^  (s + s, + . . . + s_)t" dt “ s,-n ^ o J- "1-0 o n=o
X cA oo X
, y  ^  (ai + 8_ + . . . + s )t^ dt s= ^ ( s  + . . . + 8 + . . . s ) f  t*̂ dt,
o W  ° ^ o 1 " J
But,
^=0
^ ( s „  + + . . . s„) f t dt - ]>[(So + + . . . Sn)^n*l
W  ° 1 " ■ ' o "  n + 1
thus lim (1-x) ^  “ s*X-&1-0 ^  n + 1
and since lira i  ■ i thenx-> 1-0 X
lim (1-x) I T  * =1 * - "  + V z""" . s ■
x->l-0 n=o n + 1
Hence, lim (l-x) + =1 + - ' ' + »n>x” . s .
- n=o n + 1
Ob
Now, since lira (l-x) ^  s x^ = s and
W ,  "
/ \ 
lira (1-x) ̂  ''o ^ ^1 * ' ' ' ^ ̂ n^x" = s, then
x->l-0 n»o n + 1
lira
x->l
I (l-x) r Z  v "  - 2^^^° * t . . . e e„)^ / Q  ̂
-0 [_ n=o n=o n + 1
CiO
(Sp + *1 * ' ' - + =p) Ix" n
x-> 1-0 n ^  \ n + 1 / '4\” o
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CA
n=o
+ 8 -St+8 -8_ +
0,
ll™ (l-x) f  * 2=2 * + . . . + x % g ,
c->l-0 n=o n + 1
cO
Theorem 5»Ii. A series ^  a , which is summable A, and for
n=o
which na^OjLs convergent in the usual sense.
Proof. If we are given € there exists an 0 such that
for every n^n
(a) i»a 1 ^ - ^ .I nl 3 n 3
(c) jf(l 8 I When f(x) » ^ a^x” .
^ n=o
Now (a) is satisfied by the hypothesis n a ^ O .  (b) is satisfied
b + b-| + . . . + bbecause we know that if bn->b then..........   — - bn + 1
(arithmetic means), (c) is satisfied by hypothesis; i. e., suppose
lim a x  = s. Now let x=l , n = —  so, as x-^ 1-0x->l-0 r n 1-x
/- i\" = s,then n-? oO and lim >  a, (l - i )
Hence, we can find an n^ such that if n>n^ then I “ nj
For these n*s, i. e. n z" n^ and for 0 x ^ 1  we have
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Z  a yS - S^ v“o
CA ^V o V- Z _  + 8n - sv=o V“1
oQ ^
^  v "  - =
■ &  V  * k " v  - »o - Z a /  - 3
oo nV 's—  \T V
  V  - A  % *  - sV=0 ^ V®1
oo n n oza
Z  v " * Z a ^ . T a y  a,x"-3
7=0 7=1 7=1 7=n+l
cC> a C*
7  . •'S“ /, V\ a^x -= 2 1  V"" +  Z  a^(l-x^) - 2 1  a_x""  87=0 7=1 7=n+l
7  . V\ 7
We see that the following is true.
(1-x ) “ ( 1-x)( 1 + X + . , , +3^ ^) 7(l-x) because 0 <: x «si 1,
Also, la I = -1.— I Z  — if 7 7» n .and it follows that if 7:^n thenI vl 7 3n '
. . - . i i i | . . . - . . | . |  / S i v ' i
■C I 2  a^x^-s 1 + (l-x) 2  / va I + 2I ■v=o ' 7=1 V 7=n+l V
I - sj + (1-x) 2,/^^rl'*’ • ^ 2 ^ ^I 7=0 ' 7=1 n+1
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The above is true for 0 ^  x 1 and n j»- n •o
Choosing in particular x ® 1 - i, we obtainn
Is -3 \ ̂  /f(l- 1) - s / + (l - (1 - 1 ) ) ^  Ivâ l
v=l 3n(l-(l- -))n
6  . &  lüvl ^ e+ -y  ■ + -™~ "j so that 3
jŝ -sj ̂  .
Thus for every n n^, js^-sj^L £  . Hence s^— > s.
We will need the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 5*5« 
It should also be noted that the lemma can be proved almost as easily 
for any Riemann integrable f(x).
Lemma, Let ^  and S  be positive real numbers, and let f(t) 
denote the following function, defined and integrable (in the Riemann 
sense) over the interval 0 ^  t ^  Is 
f(t) « 0 in 0 t e-(l+f ), 
f(t) . 1 in e-(l+ f) t ZL e-\ 
f(,t) “ 0 in e“l 1#
Then there exist two polynomials p(t) and P(t) such that
(a) p(t) ^  f(t) ^  p(t) in 0 ^  t 1,
1
(b) r (P(t)-p(t)) dt cT. 
o
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Proof* la the following proof let 6 « . Consider the
graph of the function f(t).
O d
Now choose a. (T •p' 0 such that
(a) (T ̂  ), (b) C T ^  gQg (o)
^ 4
On the graph, let the A,, A be the points with the abscissae
• * -  2
Q-(l+ f) j and let B2 be the points with abscissae e"^ ±<T»
Then the lines 0 A A2 B% B E and 0 A^ A^ B ̂  B2 E (with Ag B̂  ̂and A ̂ B ̂
taken along the curve i, the other portions being straight) are graphst
of two continuous functions g(t) and G(t) respectively, for which
1 ^
(a) g(t) f(t) <  G(t) in 0 ̂  t ̂  1, (b) Ç  (G(t)-g(t)) dt£- -ÿ. ,
o 
1
because ^ (G(t)-g(t)) dtj^ ^
£ 2  <7-8(1+ e)
------------- n---------- T
Now, by Weierstrass * s approximation, there exists a polynomial p(t) 
that differs by less than from the continuous function g(t) - —^
h ^
in the interval O ^ t  6  1:
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Jg(t) - * p(t^I in 0 ^  t ;é:l# Similarly, there exists a
polynomial P(t) that differs by less than from G(t) + in the4 li
interval 0 ^  t ^  Is |g (t)- (- ^  + P(t))| ^  in 0 ^  t ^  1*
We have ^ g(t) - - p(t) ^  or 0 ^  g(t) - p(t) ̂
Solving for g(t) and p(t) we get
g(t) - P(t) :̂ig(t), and p(t) cig(t) ̂  p(t) +
Similarly j G(t) + - P(t)J /L and
z: G(t) + - P(t) <-: -g-, or - Jw. j/ G(t) - P(t) ̂  0.4 ij_ 4 2
Solving for G(t) and P(t) we get
G(t) C  P(t) ^G(t) + and P(t) - ZG(t) ̂  P(t).
We know that g(t) ̂  f(t) ̂  G(t) for 0 t 1, but p(t) ^  g(t) and
G(t) <^P(t) for O^Lt 6  1. Hence, p(t) f't) ̂  P(t) for 0 ^ t  ^ 1
which satisfies condition (a).
For condition (b) we note that g(t) p(t) + and
G(t) >P(t) - so that 
1 1
j  [p(t) - _0_ - (p(t) + _|_)J dt ^  [ (G(t) - g(t)) dt Z  , or 
1
j (P(t) - p(t) - 6) dt % or2
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(P(t) - p(t)) dt - ^ e àt ^ . Therefore,o o 2
1
i (P(t) - p(t)) dt z. “ cT •o 2
Thus condition (b) is satisfied and our lemma is proved.
PO
Theorem 5.^* A series ^  a which is summable A and whose ---------  n
terms are such that the sequence (na^) is bounded, is convergent in 
the ordinary sense.
Proof. I. Since (na^) is bounded there exists a k such that
n
^  )va_|jna^l k for all n and ^ k  for all n. Ety the l^rpothesis
n
lim f(x) ■ s, where f(x) “ >  a_xP. Thus, there exists n_ such 
x-^ho
that if n-^ n^, then/ f( 1—i) - s/^z: 1.
Paralleling the proof in Theorem we find that in the 
present case ^  2k + 1 if n p^n^. Thus (s^) is bounded.
In proceeding with the proof, it will be no restriction to assume
the terms of the series ^  a to be real. For, once the theorem is 
proved for real series, it can be inferred immediately for series of 
complex terras by splitting these up into their real and imaginary parts.
II. Let ̂ 7 0  and let k “ [(1+ f )nj where k is the largest
integer less than (1+^ )n in case (l+^)n is not an integer, and k
.equals (1+g )n in case ( 1+ )n is an integer.
Let (s_) denote as usual the partial sums of ̂ ”a , and® f e n
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for n 7 -^, write „J»ax ^ js, ‘ ®nl " V  O  ^  V f  > ' "(f)'
Then u(^ ) -> 0 as ^ 0, If for each n, (p^) (p^), then
%(p%) é: uCpg)* For n ^  T ^  (1+ ̂  )n we have
|®T - ®n I " I « » !  * V 2  * • • • + «V / . and
I V l  * ^m 2 *  • ‘ * \ l  ^  / V l l  + i V 2 J  ■*••••■" I V
Since the maximim of 7 is Kl* , it follows that
l®n+l| + )an^2) + • • • * K )  ̂  (a„*i/ + |a„*2| + • . • + •
Thus |ann| +|a„+2/ + . . . ♦/a^| 6  (k-n) max ( /a^j^l » ja^^gj, . . .̂ â |), 
1=7 - =nl ^  (k-n) max ( |an+l|' |an+2l' * • • > |akl )•
Mow, if ja^jis this maximum, it follows further that
3y . r ( l + P ) n 7  - n  . r f a r l ^  J S i u e 2= 2-
r ^
Thus jŝ  - Sji ) :é • .r jâ l a/ ^ r [â j since r ;? n. Since (na^) is
hounded, there exists a constant K such that n for all n,
thus u^( ̂  |s^ - Sjjj ^  Since u^( C) (^K, it follows
that Ug( ̂  ) * u(^) ^ K, Therefore u( ̂  ) » 0, as claimed.
III. (i) Since the sequence (s_) is hounded, we assume 
numbers M, N such that M 3% M for all n. (ii) Suppose
the sequence (s^) is limitahle A to s. Then if f(t) denotes the
function defined in the proceeding lemma, we have
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1
(A) (1-x) f(x^)xVs 5 f(t) dt » ^ s.oozV“0
By (ii) we have, for every integer kzO
(1-x^^) ^  8y(x^^)^^ 8 as x^-A> 1-0, since as x-»l-0 then x !^ 1-0,
v=o
and (1-x^^) ^  “ (l+x+x^+ . . .+ x^)(l-x)J^s Thus
v*o v=o
o k k+1 Vlira (l+x+x + . . . + X  )(l-x) /__s„(x ) * s ,x->l-0 ^
But lira (l+x+x^+ . . . + x^) « k + 1 ,  thus x-> 1-0
lim (l-x) ^  s„(x^^)^ ■ or, rewriting,xy»l-0 ^
oo
lim (l-x) 8 ( x ^ ) V  = ^  .
x-^1-0 t=0
Now, if Q(x) = b^+b^x + . . . + b̂ x*̂  is any polynomial it follows at
/b_ b-, b \ Ï
once that (B), (l-x) ̂ s  Q(x^)x^ s f—  + —  + . . . + —^ 1 “ s \ Q(t)dt *# 5  [ 1 2  q+lj ii
Now, let denote any positive number. Then a pair of polynomials 
p(t), P(t) can be assigned, by the lemma, such that
(a) p(t)^ f(t}^ P(t) in O^t^l, and 
1
(b) ^ (p(t) - p(t)) dt ^  6. 
o
First assume M®0 so that ŝ Z" 0 for all v. Then
csO QO (Xa
(l-x) y~  S^p(x'^)x^^ (l-x) ^ 8 f(x^)x^j^(l-x) ^  5̂ ,P(x^)x^ .
v ^  v=o v=o
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C30 1
lim (l-x) ^  3_p(x^)x^ = s f p(t) dt.X —> 1-0 v=‘o o
lim (l-x) ^  8̂ T(x^)x^ - s 5 P(t) dt.x-> 1-0 ^  V o
1 ^  1
So, s S p(t) dtî  lini 8_f(x^)x^ — s Ç P(t) dt, but by (b) the o x-:>l-0 o
integrals on the left and right differ from each other and from Cf(t)dt
^  r I °by less than6 . Hencel lim (l-x) s^(x^)x^-s \ f(t)dt i £ s e- and,fX-^1-0 q
since €.7 0 was arbitrary, it follows that the statement (A) is true for 
every non-negative (s^).
If, however, M 7  0, then apply the theorem as so far proved to 
the two sequences tj,=Sjj * M and u^= M. Then, subtracting the results,
we get (a ) in its full generality.
1
IV. In (l-x) ^ 8 { f(t)dt for 0 ̂  x 6  l,if we
v*o "o
-1
put X = e ^ on the left hand side and refer back to the definition of
f(t) in the lemma, we infer that as n-^ + co
^1-e ” ] 3^-^^Sf since 1̂-e ^ / ^ s ^ f  ( e ^ e -> s.
V
= 0 in 0.^e ) ,
V V V
~n] n in® ] « e
V
) = 0
1 - V
-1 . Jm e  ^  e 1, so f \ e
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^ e ^ ^  e"^ or ^ )" — — ^ ““  • Thus, if f(e / 0,
e
then ( 1+ ̂  ) :> - 1 or n( 1+ ̂  ^  V r?- n, and it follows that
jn(l+f>'^ ^  T 7- n. So (1-e ”)^^s^f(e e ^ “ (l-e qJ/^
v=o v̂»n4*l
or ^1-e ^  ^ ^s. Now n ^1-e 1 and f  '
1
/ - i) _ n -
First, n ̂ 1-e j » —=Z^  , and using L»Hospital*s rule we get e
n
which approaches one as n approaches infinity* Second, k « ̂ (l^P)nJ ; 
then k ^ ( l +  ) n ^ k  + 1 or n^ - 1 k - n é= n ̂  • Dividing fey n, we
get ^ ^ ^  ^  Clearly, ^ • We have already seen
s.
but n [1-e ^ j-41, and thus —i- g g. Therefore if\ / ^ k-n^y® k-n Z_—  v^ v=ntl
1T—  ^  au - s » j _, then 11m c C  = 0. Now, using the above, we 
v»n+l
fc
have 8-8% " 2 .  (Sy-8%) - J"%, sincev=n+l
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  orv*n+l v**n+l
- V  À  - T &  ^ fes (-=J •
The above being true, we can see that 
k
-Ijès - 4  / .
k
Ifn /,
k
I s-Snl ̂  & -  ®v-=n I* l̂n I.
TE& (k-n) “ax jŝ-ŝj + for n + l^v^k.
|s-sjé max |s -̂s |̂ + jŜj * n„(f) + /<S„/ for n + l6  T4 k .
|s-s„| u„(f) * ISJ but /SJ -  0 and
n l5  V f^  - *(fl" ®° n ^  js-Sn U  "(f).
And since this is true for every ^>0 it  follows by I I  that for 0 ,
that lim Is-s I = 0. Hence s -$ s. n-hpc ' n'
GO
Theorem ^.6. I f  the power series f(z) = %> a with a radius ----------  fBo V
of convergence of 1 is summable Cĵ  for z *= 1 to the value s, then 
f(z)-> 8 i f  z-̂ 1 from the interior of unit circle and from an angle
l&l ̂  ^ ^  ̂
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Proof. Choose any sequence (z^) complying with these requironents.
Then we have to consider the sequence 
cO
= 2^a^(z where u = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
v=o
Now, on the other hand, we have the Cesaro mean of order k for
z = i:
( \ g(k)
C = , . Now we wish to establish the following relation:n
]^a^z^ ** (1-z)^^ Sy^^z^. Using induction, we have for k ** 0, 
v=o v=o
2 ”a z^ = (1-z) z^j but s . so
^  â.z"'̂ = (l-z) ^  s^z^ and this is known to be true.
v=o v=o
Now, we assume the relation is true for k = n; i. e.,
f  = (l-z)”*"
v ^  v=o
And we must show the relationship is true for k = n + 1% i. e.,
Sq v=o
£ s ( " V  = (l-z) f
v=o v=o
The above is true by the same reasoning we used to establish
c* V
''i -V
s(")z- .  .. . + 8 ( " ) ; z %
^ a ^ z ’' - (l-z) 2 1 ;bat
v“o v=o i=o
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CX> , V CO
thus 8y z^ = (l-z) ^  Sy z^. We are assuming that 
v=o v®î)
.ti+l #  (n) T^  a * (l-z) z\and by substitution we see that
v=o v=o
v=o v=o
and so we can conclude that the relation is true for all n.
We wish to represent the s^ as a result of a linear transformation 
(k)of the . And if the transformation is regular then we can conclude 
that the theorem is true.
<  - f  - v C  * f  C T  . -V=o v=o ^
s ̂ a where a = (l-z ) We have to check theU =̂ri UV V  ̂ UV U^ \ V / U
t _ ^  ̂ „(k)    _ /v+kLv
v=o
conditions of Toeplitz' Theorem. Condition (la) requires the convergence 
oo oO
^  "u I " Z  hur- assert that
&  r a  ■ H T j i j T "  ■
Proof by induction. For k=0 we have 
oO oo
4 ; ) K r  - Z u " -  T % *V®
We assume the relationship is true for k = n - 1% i.e.,
v-o ' ■ ' -
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and we want to show that the following is true;
Tv") I W "  - . ',
(1- N I  )
CA
v=o
l®ul v-o V (l-|*u|)
oO V
n+1 *
~  n t i  I - . I '  ■  i  ^  ( * S ‘ )  N ' -
V
It has been shown that (^n-l^j “
cQ ^ V 1
Thus I ) |z„| =  TT " And so the relationship
^  ^  (1- |2̂ 1
is true for all n.
OÛ
For Condition (lb) we want to show that /a | is boundedUV Iv=o
independent of u.
v=o v=o
f  r j  < I -
oO ]l—Z I
Z  “ . |! nk+l -  K independent ofv“o 11- ;
u; the proof of this is exactly as in Theorem ^.1.
Condition (2) is concerned with 
oo c>ûci-u)"*" Z  ITj <. (Tj .v=o V“o (l-Zy^
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cA
(1-z^)^*^ ^  (^v^j ^ and Condition (2) is satisfied.
V“0
Condition (3) requires
z^'^0 as M-^0, But lim z •» 1, iU \ V / u u-^<s^ a
-ij \k+l _ . /v+k\ k /v+kllira (l-z„) = 0 and lira v / %» = ( v / , henceU-̂ (A ^ U-̂tf-û V V / u v v / »
Ir+T / v4"lc \ Vlira (l-z ) ( _ / z “ 0 and the transformation is regular.u-̂ oO n V V > u
" =' then .li"", 2  "  = °rn-^d. n z ^ l  T-o
OÙ
Example S.l. The following is an example of a series which is
summable A but not summable C^ at Z“0 for any k. Consider the power
series of the function 
1
f(z) “ = a^ + â ẑ + agZ^ + . . . ,
2 3 hNow e^ = l + x + ^  + ̂  + ^ +  . . . but X ■ -i- » (1 + z + z^+ . . .)2 * 3• ■ ^• X“Z
for I z / Z. 1,
Thus, f(z)« 1 + (1 + z+zf+ . . . ) +  ̂ + . . . .
Now, the above power series circle of convergence is the unit
circle and z - 1 is a singularity.
For z “ -1 we have \fê̂  and this is also the limit of f(z) for
OÔz~^ -1 and hence the series (-1) ay is certainly summable A*
v=o
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a
But if it were summable Ct., this would imply that Idia -r • 0,“■ n - ^
Consider e ^ ^  - 3i(L)3 * ' ' ' * « u L ) ” * ' * # #
CO
The general term is — —  ■ -J= (ra+v-1̂  gV
v«o
ml(l-z)® ml ^ \ m -
The coefficients are all positive and so the coefficient of
in e is greater than the coefficient of z’̂ in any of the devel­
opments of a single terra. Such a coefficient is:
(m+n-1)! _ (n+l)(n+2) • • • (n+m-1)
ÏÏITi^ïHî  ^'m%tra:l)j ......
In (n+l)(n+2) . . .  (n+ra-l) there are (m-l) terras and each term 
is larger than n for all ra 0; thus (n+l)(n+2) . . .  (n+m-l)
Thus ^  i ë m  •
If m - 1 :?>- k then
1_ , and „lim j n
gk * mi (m-l) J mUra-l) I mUra-i;i
1"TTgSo for aiy k in the series for e there is an infinite number 
of terms whose power series are not summable Cĵ  for z « -1, and there-
1
fore the power series for e^“^ is not summable.
Theorem 5*7. Given a series /  a. and partial sums s * â— --------  ^  ^ iŜ o "*■
and A-lim s^ " s, then
(i) If t^ = b, Sp, tg + s^, • . . , tĵ  » Sjj_2̂ for n:> 0 and b
is any real
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number,then A-lim t^ = s.
(ii) If Pq ■ S]̂ , - S2j • • • J Pn “ ^n+l then A-lim p^ = s*
oQ
Proof, (i) By the hypothesis lim (l-x) ^ s ^ x "  « s.x-^l-O n=o
oO
A-lim t = lim ,(l-x) ̂  t_x". so that n x - A -0 ^  '
A-lim t = lim {(l-x) b + (l-x) ^  t^x"], n x->l-0 L -*
A-lim t = lim Rl-x) b + (l-x) s x"l, " x-^1-0 L ^  n-1 J
A-llm b + (l-x) , or
n=o
A-lim t = lim Kl-x) b + x(l-x) s
n X 1-0 L nSb ” -J
Now
lim (l-x)b = 0, and x-^ 1—0
xl^f-O
oCt
lim X = 1, lim (l-x) ^  s_x” ■ s5 thus A-lim t x-^1-0 x-»l-0 ^  ” n
oO
(ii). A-lim p^ = lim (l-x) p x^, so that " x->l-0 n
A-lim p = lim (l-x) ^  s _x ,]^l-0 n+1
A-lim p = lim n+1'n ■ x:^l_0
A-ll™ P„ - r ] 8 .^x /. Thus
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oû
A - 11m - n j  (l-x) J>^3n+1="* • Ito»“ n“o
et) r- OÔ
lire x->
CW oo
' x% - 0  - (:-) 'oj
S - O “ 5
Thus A-lim p = 8. n
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CHAPTER VI 
EULER*S PROCESS
Earlier we defined Euler*s Process. In this section we shall be 
concerned with some of its properties.
First let us show that the Euler Process is regular.
Given a sequence (s^^, then the Euler mean of this sequence is
»n) ”  ^  2 (l) Si-
The general term for the c^^'s will be 
(^)®UT ■ if V -  * ' 0^̂  - 0 if u .
The following can easily be shown by induction. ^  \v /
v=o
For Condition (1) we see that;
Since 0 then /(y)| = (yjj and 2^ Z~ 0,so / 2̂ / = 2̂ .
-  i  ■ I  f  •
i  i j j . 1 i  o - s - . i .v*o 2 2 v=o 2
“83"
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•Hence ^  /®uvl * ^ and this is true for each u. Also since each row 
' v*»o
sums to 1, then aqy number larger than 1 will be a uniform bound for all 
of the sums. This satisfies Condition (l).
For condition (2) we want to show that 1 as u->oo, where
oo
c^^ " Cy. Condition (2) is satisfied since
Co ** 1̂  C^ ** Ij Cg “ 1* . . # f C^ ® 1) • • • »
In order to show that condition (3) is satisfied, we must show 
that c^^ " 0 for each v. We see that
c = izl « .......... . If V * o then c » -i~5 hence
2̂  2M ( u - v )1 2̂
„lim c « 0. For v 0, » (u-v+l)(u--v+2) . . .  (u), andu->t?o uo (u-v)j
(u-v+l) ^  u, (u-v+2) ^ u, . . . u u. Therefore
^  uT since there are v terms. So we have
c„„ ^ 1 « u^ for V 2? 0. Thus, it follows that
- 2Uv|
lim c jf lim /—% . —  ) = lim -B~ . Wowu->^ UV u. v̂l 2̂  / v% u 2
^  « 0 as is seen by applying L»Hospital*s rule v times.
Since «14™ c,,_ ^ 0 and Cnv 0, lim c„^ ■ 0 for each v.UV ' 1%-̂  <j£> UV
Hence all three conditions hold and the Euler Process is regular.
Theorem 6.1. If lim (x _ - i x_ ) *» 0 then lim x„ » 0.n-̂ oe> m-l n' n-,̂ =«a n
Proof. Suppose (x^+2 " & • Oj then
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- 2 x^ 1  - and define 7, -
then yo=x^, " %o*' * * > " ^-1> • • • •
Now,solving for the x's in terms of the y*s,we assert that
X ~  I + + . . . + Zn_ . To show the above is true
n 2" 2” 2 ^  2 2
we use induction on n.
7oFor n = 0 we have x = -77- = y .O o
^o ^1For n - 1 we have xl » — —  +1 2  2
Assume the relationship is true for n ■ k. Then
7q 7i y« y>Xĵ  » ~  '+ . . . + —^  . We must show that
\ * 1  ” "5" * ' ' ' * r  j *
Xî  7if+iX B T5̂  + — or y, » 2x. - x. , hence the truth of thek+1 2 2 k+1 k+1 k?
assertion.
If we consider the above relations as transformations on the
y*s and show that the transformation is regular, then since lim y = 0
n-̂ po n
we can conclude that lim x “ 0. The general term isn->oo n
®UT - •jè" - p & F T  for V - 1, 2, 3, . . .  , u,
c^^ “ 0 for v?»" u. For Condition (l) we shall show
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cA ^
21/®u yI * " 1 for all u and T,v=o v*o
For u » 0, ^  c_ •» —i «I*2°
For u ■ 1, i t " 1*V“0
We will assTjme the relation is true for u = n; i.e.,
f  1 ^ 1^ c n k  “ -É + ̂  " 1*k“o 2 K=o 2*̂”^
We must show the relation is true for u “ n + 1| i.e.,
1. Now
n-1 
n-k2k“o ^
1 ^ 1  1
f-% * ^ 2 ^
k=o
“ I + ^ ^ 1.
Thus each row sums up to one and therefore any number larger than one will
be a bound independent of the row.
For condition (2) we see that » 1 for every u. Therefore
lim c » 1.U-:̂  ̂ u
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We must show that = 0 independent of v for Condition
(3). n
For V « 0 we have lim = 0*u-><jû 2
For V 7 0 ve have ^ 1 ^  - 0.
We have shown that the method of summation is regular, so 
converges to 0 since converges to 0.
0*5
Theorem 6.2. Given a series >  a and that it is E -summable 
  E=S " 1
to b, then E^-lim a^=0.
Proof.
s '  -  n 2 0  (l) ®n+l“ p p l  jTo^) Bo+ • • ‘ +(n+J^n+lj î
approaches b and ŝ ^̂  ̂approaches b. Hence s^^^ - approaches
zero. Now define a' as the following:
/  1 5 G ) .n̂ " p r  fsb i •
- s' = a' n+1 n n+1. . I  P )  i f  I .. .
C l - v C i *  ̂  ^   ̂ ®i-i' ^  \-i* J  '
where s _ = 0 •- J-
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Now we wantp to show that the following equality is true.'
i=l 1*0 '
0 - %  (ill) ®l ■ 2  ''here(n.l) * 0--*0 1*0
( Î ) . (i"l)
/n+l\
But I ij + (i+lj = \i+lj. Thus the relation is proved.
/a.
Hence ŝ  _-s' = a' _ and lim (s'' _-s') = 0,n+1 n n+1 2 n->oo n+1 n
s'Therefore lim (a^ _ - -w-)* 0 • n-> oA n+1 d
By using Theorem 6.1 we see that lim a/ = 0 or EL-lim a * 0 ,n_̂ oo n ± n
oo
Theorem 6.3. Given a which has partial sums s “ /  a then
----------  ^ o  " n i^o ^
C^E^(s^) *. Ê Ĉ (Sĵ )* (Here C^E^(s^) is obtained by applying in suc­
cession first the E^-transformatlon and then the C^-transformation. 
E^C^(s^) is obtained by first applying the -transformation and then
the Eg^-transformation.)
Proof.
’ - ^ j p  ®o (Ï) =1 ♦ • • • ♦ (n) ■ K.
% ( % )  ' * h  - ^2^Y  • • * "n .
n
[(I) ( i )  = 1 + -  - - +  ( i )  ^0
n + 1
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New the coefficient of Sĵ., for 0 ̂  k ^ n, in
1 fkt-i)
1.0 2k+l  ̂k /
n + 1
After applying the process to the sequence (s^), we define s^ as 
follows*
n
/ \ 22 /Ci(s«) - i»o ^ « s. .
Ï Ï T T ^  “
Let s'' - % ( S g )  - ̂  j(o) «6 +(i) s' + . . . *(“j s' J,
.// 1 ^  (^(=0 * =1 * • • • ♦ =i).
®n TïT--------  r r : --------
or
2 i»o i + 1
// 1 ^ (̂ )The coefficient of s^ in s„ is \V ,
If we can show that the coefficient of s. in E_C. (s ) is equal1C X X n
to the coefficient of s, in C E (s ), then we can conclude that1 1  n
EiCi(s^) “ Thus we want to show
; r  (5 * ^  (T j * iî5  (T j * • • • *  ̂(kj
.n i   Ê ]  <■">•2
Now multiplying both sides by 2*̂  and distributing (n+l) in the left 
member, we get*
2 n.k |k) , ^n-k-l k̂tlj , 2 :Mk. 2  (>^2; ♦ -
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m  ii) ( 2̂) -  • • * 0 .
We note thet for i ̂  1. .
Thus * 2’*-^-^ + 2“-'̂ -2 ^k*2^ * ' ‘ ‘ * (i) "
/n+l\ /n+1) /rW-1) + + /n+l\
lk+l| \k+2/ Vk+3/ In+1/ • We will prove the above relation
is true by induction on n for 0 ̂  k An. For n » 0 we have k " 0,
thus ^o) " (i) “ -Assume the relation is true for n » p and
0 6 k A pi
2P-^ (k) ^k+lj + gp-(k+2) |1̂ 2J + . . . + -
(k+l) * (k+2) * fk+3) '*'•••'*■ (p+i) • Now we must show the relation
is true for n » p+1 and 0 A k A  p+1:
g(p+l).k^kj ^ g(pn).(k+l) ^ g(p+l)-(l*2) ^k*2j + , . . + ^ 1 1  .
(Kl) * {t*l) * ( w )  ♦ • • • + • For n - k - p+1. we have
■ ( ^ 2) ” relation is true for n ■ k ■ p+1. For
n » p+1 and 0 A k JÉ p the left member is
2 [ 2̂ -" (j;) + 2P - o ^ «  + 2P-c^2) . *  (pj] + (pjij -
2 | r * î )  * (^) * * . . .  * 0 ]  * ( T j  -
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/p+1) /p+1) /p+1] fp*l\ /p+11 /p+1) /p+1) /p+1) 1^1)
[k+l/ + (k+l/ + (k+2/+ (k+2/+(k+3/+lk+3/+ . . • + (p+l/ + ip+iy + i k / . 
/A )  * (r)
/p+1] /p+1) /f>+l)+ (p+1/+ (p+1/+ 1 k y '
/x+l
Since [r-1 / + [ j =( r/,
/p+1] /p+1] /i)+i] /î +i) /p+1) /p+11 (k+l) + (k+1/ + (k+2/ + (k+2/+ (k+3/ + lk+3/+ .
/p+l\ /p+2] /p+2) /p+2 ) /p+2j /p+1] /p+1)
(̂ k+iy+ (k+2/ + (̂ k+3/+ (k+a/+ . . . +(p+l/+(^P+l/+l k / »
/p+1] /P+^ /p+2] /p+2] /p+2] /t)+2) 6 +1]
(,k+]j +( k/+(k+2/ + (k+3/ + lk+L/+ . . . +(p+a/+(p+V“
/p+2] /p+2) /p+2] /p+2] /p+2]
(k+1/+(k+2/+(k+3/+ . . . + \p+l/ + (p+2/.
Corollary 6.1. Given a sequence (ŝ )̂ and if C^-lim = a and
E|ĵ -lim Sjj ■ b then a • b.
Proof. Suppose C^-lim s^ “ a and - lim s^ = b. The Euler
Process is regular; thus E^C^-lim s^ = a. The Cesaro Process is regular;
thus C-|E,-lim s = b. By the previous theorem C E -lim s = E C lim sl l n l i
Thus a “ b.
Example 6.1. The following is an example of a sequence (s^) 
which is C^-limitable but not E^-limitable.
Consider the sequence (s^) «0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3j 0, 
where s _ = v and every other s = 0 (i. e., for every index n whichyd n
is not a perfect square). This sequence is C^-limitable to g.
Let t - =o " =1 + . ' ' + =n
n
” n + 1
V
2(V^+1) ■
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V
If n * (v + 1)^-1, then
V
^  ^ v(v^l)
" !% ;;T  " ^ ( 7 ; ^ '
2 2
lim t 2 1 = ---  = plim .f  . -t .v2_^cA (v+1) -1 2(v +2+1) 2(l+|.+=^^
V
Since t ^ —, for 6 0 there exists m such that if v ps- m thenv“̂ 2
t p - i I Z. e . Then also i f v p ^ m j t  2 - i I z: 6.21 ( 2 I
Now if n ^  (v+l)^-l then t o t ^ t p .(v+l)^-l - n - 
If n P» (m+l)^-l then (v+l)^-l z n ?- (m+l)^-l ,
P 2(v+1) (m+1) which implies v+1-5̂ m+1 and v p^m. Thus if
n 7  ̂(m+l)^-l then It 2 - -x / ̂  <S- and It 2 “ è I ^  •' (v+1) -1 / ' V
But t, 2̂ X: t t 2 ' Since n 7  (m+l)^-l we have |t - ^ I ̂  e .(v+1) -1" n V I n 2 '
Thus we Conclude lim t = — or that C -lim s = —n-^^ n 2 1 n 2
If the same sequence (s^) is -summable then it will be
E^-summable to by the Corollary 6.1.
*th,Consider the (2n) term of the E^-transformation,
fo") * fn”] V  • • • " (I") =2n]-
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1Now 0  • • • * ( T )  (l°J ^
if n is a perfect square? i. e.,
2
and all terms are positive, thus the above is true.
(n*̂  “ "^n ^nlni  ̂̂  using Stirling’s formula,
i. e., n! ̂  e"*’ n^ / 2 -rr n ',
_iU 1S5Ü v r r - - i -  ^HT, _i_ .
? "  2^" e-2" n2" / T ^ / T ^
So ? "  P ”) Ipr o -i—  and
\f7r
1
2^  [ff j "o* • • •* 0  V  • • • * 0  "2^ ^ 7
if n is a perfect square. We see that for all sufficiently large
5 1n's the terms are greater than which is greater than This
implies (ŝ )̂ is not limitable to ^ and therefore not limitable
at all.
Example 6.2. An example of a series which is E^-summable but
oQ
not C^-summable. Let jzj p» 1 , jẑ  + l | ^  2. Consider ^  z” >
k k+1
n o8. « /  z m ----   . Consider the Euler sum.^ n«o ° _ 1
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sn F [0
#  t )
2"(2o-1)
S +o 0 ■ .  0
( ÿ  # ..........
(i)
z. ( : )  ^  ( î ) Zo + • + Æ )  ^o] -
Zn(l+Zn)n 1+z,- V  — -  / 2̂ -1*2"(%o-l)
If we have a complex number w such that jw 1 ^ 1  then 
w^—^ 0 as n ao . But J z^+l j ̂  2 ^  Hence
f
^  n %  ( ^ r
cA
or lim 8  ̂= r  So ^  z” Is E_-convergent for Iz +lf ̂  2.n 1-z^ ^  ° 1 °
CSC.
To show Zg) is not C. convergent, let 
n=o
z -1 z -1 o . o . + o
n
n + 1 n + 1
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ZpCl+ZQ-t- . . . + zg) (1+1+ . . ' +1) q̂Czq -̂1)___ 1___
(Zp-lKn+i; {z^~l){n+l} (z^_x)^(n+l) ^̂ o-l)
, n+1 n+1
(zb-l) (n+l) (2o-l) (n+1) (zo-1) (n+1)
Now l i m --------%----  = 0.n^co (z^-l)2(n+l)
, z" , iz i"
What is lim ------n----  ? We see that — — / = '-H,‘.
(zo-l)^(n+l) ‘ "
ja ( n jz I ” In |z (
lim '~2L = lim * -̂---2_, But lz I ;z 1+ Hencen ->oo n n-̂ c<i 1 i o i
Q %  K f "  ^  î oi ■
n
_n %n+2
oC) implies Then —xn— ^  ,Mol ° —  ' • 7î+r
oo
So t —»<30and is not G -summable.
n =o ° ^
Theorem 6.U- Given a series ^  â  and partial sums
■  ----------------------  ■ f e  ̂
n
s « and E-lim s„ = s. Thenn ^  1 n
(1) if t *»b, t,*=s„, . . . .  t, =8^ - for n >» 0, theno ' JL o n n—X
E-lim t^«8 where b is any number .
(2) If Po“Sx^ Pi=82, . . . , Pji's^^, then E-lim p^=8.
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Proof.
/ ^ foj 8p+ (Î) 81+ . . .  + (nj Sn and - s.
” 2"
/ : (o) ^ (l) gp (2) ^1 b) 8n_i ^Now tn -   ^
Now since lim s/ = s and if ̂ lira (su^t') - 0 then _lim tj[ = 3. n-»cA n n̂ oC) n n' n ^ w  »
n n
z  (;) =1 - z r i ) = i - i
« -  $  *  ^ — p m —
n
1) ®i - l±) ®i-:J
2" 2 2”
n
2 ( î )  ^
± Q ) h
 , or
n
Z  f i) H/ . / , ..—s ' - t « -b + 1=0
^  ôn"2 2 n
But we have shown that lim i*o  ̂„ n. and lim ZÈ = nn - ^  — — ---  n->oo 2”
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Therefore lim (g/-t') » 0 and lim t/ = s. Consider the sequence n-̂ eaû n n'̂ n->oo n
pQ ** 8%) ~ * ■ ’ * Pn " ®n+l» • • • •
/ (o) °l*(l) ^2 * • • ■ * (n) ^m-1 or
Z( îl  V ,
<  ■ ^ - 11^  •
If we can show - s^-:> 0 then we can conclude Pn">®*
%  (I) = 1^1 - 1  ( =1^ 1- 1:
/ / 1=0 1=0  „ 1=0_________________
Pn " ®n “ 2" 2"
n
Zil) ^1+11=0
(1 ) *1+1
We must show i^2—  ------ ^ 0.
2"
We will use the following fact. If lim a = 0 andn->o» n
11m (a ♦b ) = 0 then 11m b = 0. n n ïi"̂ co
Now 1=0________ 0. Consider l=o l=o2”  p r - ----
( : j s - Æ ) v f ” ) v ( g j v ( ^ v  • • •
2"
n+l
2"
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2"
1%  _ 1*0
2° 2"+l
f r . ^ i
— =f?m  - 2 n ^ l | 5 T I ----  - ? ' 0  = 0
Hence lim __n i=o 2
^  (i) ai+i4 ^  ^  =0. This implies
^L.
lim <2. %n = s or „lim p s or E,-lim p = s.n^oo 1=0  ̂ 1
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CHAPTER VII 
BOREL’S PROCESS
Instead of the geometric series which was of main importance 
in Abel's Process, we shall now apply the exponential series.
In Abel's Process we considered 
oo
f(z) ■   . Now we shall consider
V“0
Vi
F(z) = 2S2-----  = eV"-—  v=o
Viv*=o
The middle expression shows us that we are dealing with mean 
values of s because the sum of the coefficients of s in the numer-V V
ator is just the denominator.
Let (s^) be any sequence and (z^) be any sequence of real
numbers sû ch that = oO. Then consider the following:
OO TT
«here .
® every sequence (z^) when z ^ o q  as u-^aa 
then the sequence (s^) is said to be Borel-limitable to s.
-99-
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in order to check the regularity of the method, let us consider 
the conditions of Toeplitz* Theorem.
Condition (1) Absolute Convergence.
OO V V
X . " . I  . .
v**o
Since there will be at most a finite number of negative z^^s,
hence there is a lower bound, call it and 
.22 , ( z'l -a ̂
J> {ĉ y. ( ̂  e for all u and v.
v=o
Condition (2) is trivially satisfied since 
^  z„-z^ c = e = 1 and c„ > 1 for all u.
^  *
Condition (3)* We want to show that lim c, = 0 .UV
® vT- •
-z„ Zu zTlim e ^ “ lim — =--- “ 0.u-»<s« v! U->oO ze VÎ
The above is obtained by applying L*Hospital*s rule v times. Thus 
Condition (3) is satisfied.
So for z^-^co along the real axis we see that Borel's method 
is regular.
We can, however, admit complex numbers with certain restrictions 
and still have a regular process. To see this we note the following.
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Gondition (la) is satisfied for complex or real, i, e. ,
For Condition (lb) let z^ = x^ + iy^.
-Zul ___  1____________ „ 1 ^
I e*“/ /cos * I sin /e*“|
I = - ' 4
T=0
7=0 K v l -
r~2— 27 r'2 2~7Now suppose \l x^+y^ - x^jÉ M then v 3̂1'*’̂11 + M or
y^x^+y^ ̂  x^ + 2x^M + M^, 2x^ + M^. Now this describes a
parabola and any point within the parabola will be bounded by the
Mparabola and our upper bound will be e . So for any sequence of
numbers (complex or real) that approaches infinity and lies within
the parabola we will have a bound. So Condition (lb) is satisfied
with this restriction on z .u
For Condition (2) we note that 
-z^ + z^
,2 L°uv * ® = 1; thus c% = 1 for all u.
7*0
-zCondition (3). Suppose in e ^ , z^ is complex and lies7Î
2 pwithin the parabola y^ ̂  2 x ^  + M ,
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I ~®u I J V I , V “^u /  f~ 2 ^  I ̂Consider (e i l^u I “ ® /%ul **® ( V%u + Yu /
V
- e + y|) Now 2x^ M + M^.
V V
e " ^  ( 4  + + 2x^M + M^)^,
V
e ^  (x^ + y^) ^  e ^ (x^ + M)^.
Now as 2.^00 so does x^—><?o because jẑ j x^ + M. Hence we
can use L*Hospital*s rule o n e ^ ( x ^ + M ) ^  v times and we see 
that this goes to zero as . Therefore
2 z^e ^ —!i -> 0 as z„-» £>a , So our conditions are satisfied for a VÎ ^
regular matrix.
Example 7.1. Consider as an example the geometric series 
cA _v+l 1] ^ p  . The partial sums are s = ̂ w h e n  p /l. Now substi- 
v“o P
,V\ /«v+1
v*=o • - - P
/ ̂  V V+1 ^  y \
F(=) - = (TpSr? - CFTT S o ^ } -
OO ^ V+1 \
tuting into the expression for F(z) we have F(z)=e"^ P̂
2Ê. v
( tp?T7 )•
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- p?î
l)For p-St 1 we have Tp-I7 ® = 0. Wow z(p-l) - oo
as z-» + j} thus 0 as z-T>+£?t> . From this we will
see that for p 1 the geometric series is Borel stunmable.
It can also be shown that if z = x + iy and jz)
with fzj X + M, and p z_ 1, then the geometric series is summable
by the Borel method,subject to these restrictions.
Theorem 7.1. Given a sequence (s^) and if B-lira s^ = s, and
Po “ ®1» Pi = 82' ' * * * Pn ^n+1 then B-lim s^ = s does not imply 
that B-lim p^ = s.
Proof. f(z) ■ e”  ̂ /  and lim f(z) = s.
f  p y   ̂ f
Let h(z) m e"^ vT “ e" ^  IFT" .
v=o v“o
Now f(z) is a power series and we can differentiate it terra by term,
/ . -7. ^  SyzV ^  vs z^-^1. e., f (z) =-e ^  fT- + e T T ---- •
v=o V"0
/f (z) ■ -f(z) + e  ̂ ■(v-i) 1 *
f'(z) « -f(z) + e“  ̂ Z__ “vT
V8v+l%
VJ
v-o
OO _ _v
z_ ®V+1® /But e "  y J ' = h(z). Therefore f (z) = -f(z) + h(z) or
v=o
h(z) = f'(z) + f(z).
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clearly if lim h(z) - s, then lim f (z) * 0.Z->cO
Consider sin e^. This can he expressed as a power series
   and the coefficients can be found. Since this is true we can
7=0 Vl
define f(z) = e“® sin e^. Now lim f(z) *» lim (e"^ sin e^), orZ—>csO Zr-̂ oO
-lim f(z) “ (_lim e"^)(_lim sin e®). Since lim e”^ “ 0, and
0 ^  sin e^ JÈ: 1 for all values of z, we have that lira f(z) « 0.
Now h(z) ■ f(z) + f ""(z) or h(z) = e“® sin e^ - sin e® + e“® e® cos e^; 
thus h(z) * cos e®. Lim h(z) * lim cos e® provided cos e* has aZ-̂ oO
limit; but as z becomes large^ cos e^ oscillates between 0 and 1 and 
certainly does not converge to 0. Therefore B-lim s^ « s does not 
imply that B-lim Pĵ  * s.
Theorem 7.2. If lim (h(x) + h^(x)) = a then lim h(x) » a.
X ^ c O
Proof. Case 1. Suppose h(x) is bounded and monotone for 
large x. Assume there exists an N such that if N ^  x-̂  := Xg, then 
h(x^) ^  h(Xg); i.e., h(x) is a monotone non-decreasing function. A 
similsa* proof can be constructed if h(x) is assumed to be a monotone 
non-increasing function.
Since h(x) is monotone and bounded, lira h(x) exists. We 
denote this limit by c. Since h(x) is monotone and bounded for 
X N, its derivative h^(x) ^  0 so that 
a * (h(x) + h^(x)) ^  lim h(x) - c.X->eO X-^eo
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If a " c, then h(x) • a, and we are through. Suppose now that 
a 7» o. We have (x) " lim (h(x) + h"̂ (x) - h(x)) * a - c 0,
Wow this implies that there exists x^ such that if x ?- x^, then 
h (x) ?» . Let X  be greater than x^. Then by the mean value
theorem, there is an n such that h(x) - h(^o) « h'(n) and
X - Xo
x^ ^  n ^  X. Thus h(x) » h(x^) + h^(n) (x-Xo) h(x^) + (x-x^).
But then h(x) may be made arbitrarily large by taking x sufficiently 
large, contradicting the boundness of h(x). Hence a «* c.
Case 2. Suppose h(x) is monotone for large x. As in the 
previous case, we may assume that h(x) is monotone non-decreasing.
We will show that h(x) is bounded.
Suppose h(x) is not bounded. Since h(x) is nonr-decreasing, 
h"̂ (x) >  0; thus h(x) + h^(x) 2  h(x), so that h(x) + l/ (x) is also 
unbounded. This is a contradiction, since we assumed that 
„lim (h(x) + h^(x) ) = a. Therefore, h(x) is bounded, and case 1 applies.X ->oO
Case 3. Suppose there is no W such that h(x) is monotone for 
X ^  N. Further, suppose that (h(x) + h"̂ (x) ) = a and that h(x)
does not have limit a. Since h(x) does not have limit a, there exists
an 0 such that for all W there is an x ?» W for which
I h(x) - a) 17^6. Since ylim (h(x) + h^(x)) *» a, there exists a k such
that if X p*- k, then / h(x) + h^(x) - a / ^  6^# Wow, either there
exists a strictly increasing sequence (x^) such that x^-^ k, Xjj-> + ̂  ,
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and h(xn) - a 37 or else there exists a strictly increasing sequence
o
(x^) such that x^ k, x^— > + <=0 , and h(x^) - a ̂  or both. We
shall assume the former situation.
For X 3? k, /h(x) + ĥ  (x) - a / ^  5̂ , so that h(x) + h"^(x)^ 6^ + a.
Since x^ 7 k, we have (h(x^) + h^(Xjj)) ^  + a. Also h(x^) ^  + aj
thus, by substitution, we get + a + ĥ Cxjj) ^  6^ + a, or
h (x^) <2 0. Since h(x) is not monotone there exist p and q such that 
XI zL p ^  q mid h(p) ̂  h(q). Now choose x^ such that x^ q, and
consider the closed interval [P*^^ • closed and
bounded, h(x) attains its maximum on • Since h(p) ^  h(g),
h(p) is not the maximum, and h(]^) is not the maximum because 
h^(x^) is negative. However, there exists an r such that p zi r x̂ ^
and h(r)jz h(x) for all x in jp9^ J  $ hence h(r) h(%^) a +
Now h^(r) “ 0 since r is an interior point; thus, h(r) + h/(r) a + 6^.
Since k P r, we have a contradiction because we assumed
for all X js»- k, that h(x) + h^(x) ^  a + Therefore ^lim h(x) « a.
cO
Theorem 7.3» Given a series a. and its sequence of partial 
' i“o
suras (s ), if B-lim s » s then B-lim a *» 0. “ n n
^ s  xnZ O JL 
— —  •
—  n-o nl
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Consider g(x) = e“̂  nî . W e  want to show ^ 1 ^  g(x) = s.
n“l
We need the following lemma concerning power series.
Lemma. If the radius of convergence of the series
^  a^x^ is R, then the radii of convergence of the series n a^x^
n=o n=o
and y/ ---  , obtained by differentiating and integrating the
n=o
given series terra by term, are also R.
n
converges for all x; thei) by the above
lemma
Now ^  nln=o
OO _ „n
% ®n-l^nl )n«l
converges for all x.
_ ni '' ^ . nin«l n=l
0X0 n—1s_ 1 %I ( \ . -TT ®n-lg (x) = -g(x) + e / _  (n-DIn=l
^  s x" 
g'(x) « -g(x) + e ^ ^  77!—  .
n=o
But e"^ ^  77!—  - f(x). g (x) = -g(x) + f(x) ,
n=o
lim (g'(x) + g(x)) g, lira f(x) = s. And by our previous theorem, 
(g(x)) - s. Now y^m (f(x) - g(x)) = 0.
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y,8_x" 'T- -,x"
f(x) - g(x) . e -  e-"
n=o n=l
r(x) - g(x) - e-^ * e'^ X  ,
n=l
^  a x”
f(x) - g(x) = e"^ a + e"^ y  ^
ô > n
f(x) - g(x) = e ^ y  .’ n in=o
GO _ __nZ s^x
— znr~ ~ 0. n :n«=o
Theorem 7.U- Given a sequence (s_) and if B-lim s = s then_____________ n n
B-lira t^= s,where tg=b^ ^2"®1* • • * j ^n“®n i» * * *
b is any real number.
ca _
Proof. f(x) = e“̂  n! > lim f(x) = s .
n=o
-2S- t y  ^
Z '"rF _x -xS~ ®n-l^-jjT-5 then g(x) » e % + e  2 _  — ÎH—  "n=o n=l
Now if g.^m^ (f(x) - g(x)) » 0,then j.ÿ^g(x) = s.
f(x) .(x) . e -  f î = S -  - - e -  Zn=o n=l
co n
-X ^g"(8n-8n-l)X f(x) - g(x) = -e b + e a + e ^  •
n=l
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f (x) - g(x) = -e + e"^ + e"^ """nl •
n=l
-X ^  V "f(x) -g(x) = -e b + ^  En.
n=o
a^x^ ^
Now by Theorem 7*3, lim ^  — ;rr” “ 0 and lim -e ̂ b « o:n* x-^oa
therefore lim (f(x) - g(x)) » 0. Hence lim g(x) = s.
X~̂ cfi X-*cO
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